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Abstract. We study the following question: Let pX, gq be a compact Gaudu-
chon surface, E be a differentiable rank r vector bundle on X and D be a fixed
holomorphic structure on D :“ detpEq. Does the complex space structure
on MASDa pEq˚ induced by the Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence extend to a
complex space structure on the Donaldson compactification MASDa pEq? Our
results answer this question in detail for the moduli spaces of SUp2q-instantons
with c2 “ 1 on general (possibly unknown) class VII surfaces.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The moduli problem for vector bundles on compact complex man-
ifolds. An old, classical problem in complex geometry concerns the classification
of the holomorphic structures on a fixed differentiable vector bundle on a complex
manifold, up to isomorphism. The moduli problem for holomorphic vector bun-
dles is devoted to studying the corresponding set of isomorphism classes and the
geometric structures (topologies, complex space structures, Hermitian metrics, etc)
one can naturally put on this set.
More precisely, let X be a compact complex manifold of dimension n and E be a
differentiable vector bundle of rank r on X. A semi-connection on E is a first order
operator δ : A0pEq Ñ A0,1pEq satisfying the B¯-Leibniz rule: δpfsq “ B¯fs`fδpsq for
any f P C8pX,Cq and s P A0pEq. The natural de Rham-type extension A0,ppEq Ñ
A0,p`1pEq will be denoted by the same symbol. A semi-connection δ is called
integrable if Fδ “ 0, where Fδ P A0,2pEndpEqq is the endomorphism-valued p0, 2q-
form defined by the composition δ ˝ δ : A0pEq Ñ A0,2pEq.
Denote by HolpEq the set of holomorphic structures on E, and by A0,1pEq
(A0,1pEqint) the space of (integrable) semi-connections on E. The Newlander-
Nirenberg theorem gives a bijection A0,1pEqint Ñ HolpEq. We will denote by
Eδ the holomorphic structure on E associated with an integrable semi-connection
δ. For an open set U Ă X the space EδpUq of holomorphic sections of Eδ U co-
incides with the kernel of the first order operator δU : A
0pU,Eq Ñ A0,1pU,Eq.
Using this bijection and the natural C8-topology on A0,1pEqint we obtain a natural
topology on the space HolpEq of holomorphic structures on E. The moduli space
of holomorphic structures on E is the topological space obtained as the quotient
HolpEqL
AutpEq “ A
0,1pEqintL
AutpEq
of HolpEq by the group AutpEq :“ ΓpX,GLpEqq of differentiable automorphisms
of E, which acts naturally on this space.
Since GLprq (the structure group of a vector bundle) is not a simple group,
one considers a natural refinement of our moduli problem, which has a simple
“symmetry group”. Let D be a holomorphic structure on the determinant line
bundle D :“ detpEq, and λ P A0,1pDqint be the corresponding integrable semi-
connection. A D-oriented holomorphic structure on E is a holomorphic structure
E on E with detpEq “ D.
We recall that an SLpr,Cq-vector bundle on X is a rank r vector bundle E
endowed with a trivialization of its determinant line bundle. Therefore, in this
case, D comes with a tautological trivial holomorphic structure Θ; an SLpr,Cq-
holomorphic structure on E is just a Θ-oriented holomorphic structure in E in our
sense. This shows that classifying D-oriented holomorphic structures on a fixed
differentiable vector bundle gives the natural generalization of the classification
problem for SLpr,Cq-holomorphic structures on an SLpr,Cq-vector bundle.
The set HolDpEq of D-oriented holomorphic structures on E can be identified
with the subspace A0,1λ pEqint Ă A0,1pEqint defined by the condition detpδq “ λ. The
gauge group GCE :“ ΓpX,SLpEqq acts naturally on this subspace. We will focus on
the moduli space of D-oriented holomorphic structures on E, which, by definition,
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is the quotient space
MDpEq :“ HolDpEq
L
GCE “
A0,1λ pEqintLGCE .
In general this quotient is highly non-Hausdorff and cannot be endowed with a
natural complex space structure. It can be identified with the topological space
associated with a holomorphic stack, but up till now it is not clear if, in our non-
algebraic complex geometric framework, this approach leads to effective new results.
On the other hand the classical point of view (studying moduli spaces whose points
correspond to equivalence classes of holomorphic structures) has been used with
effective results, for instance in making progress towards the classification of class
VII surfaces [Te2], [Te4].
We recall that a holomorphic structure E on E is called simple if H0pEndpEqq “
CidE . In contrast with MDpEq, the moduli space MsiDpEq of simple D-oriented
holomorphic structures has a natural, in general non-Hausdorff, complex space
structure. This structure can be obtained in two different ways, which, a posteriori
turn out to be equivalent. The first approach [FK] uses classical deformation theory.
The second [LO] uses complex gauge theory. The equivalence of the two points of
view has been established by Miyajima [Miy].
As in algebraic geometry, in order to define Hausdorff moduli spaces of holomor-
phic structures, one needs a stability condition, which depends on the choice of an
additional structure on X. Whereas in algebraic geometry this additional structure
is a polarisation on X (i.e. the choice of an ample line bundle on X), in our general
complex geometric framework we need a Gauduchon metric on X, i.e. a Hermitian
metric g on X whose associated p1, 1q-form ωg satisfies the Gauduchon condition
ddcpωn´1g q “ 0 [Gau]. Such a metric defines a Lie group morphism
degg : PicpXq Ñ R, deggpLq “
ż
X
c1pL, hq ^ ωn´1g ,
where c1pL, hq denotes the Chern form of the Chern connection associated with a
Hermitian metric h on L. Using this degree map one can introduce a slope stability
condition in the same way as in the algebraic framework:
For a coherent sheaf F on X we put deggpFq :“ deggpdetpFqq. A non-zero
torsion-free sheaf F on X is called (semi-)stable (with respect to g) if for every
subsheaf H Ă F with 0 ă rkpHq ă rkpFq one has
deggpHq
rkpHq ă
deggpFq
rkpFq respectively
deggpHq
rkpHq ď
deggpFq
rkpFq .
F is called polystable (with respect to g) if it splits as a direct sum F “ ‘ki“1Fi of
non-zero stable subsheaves Fi such that deggpFiqrkpFiq “
deggpFq
rkpFq for 1 ď i ď k.
We denote by MsiDpEq, MstDpEq, MpstD the moduli space of simple, stable, re-
spectively polystable D-oriented holomorphic structures on E. Any stable bundle
is simple and polystable, so MstDpEq Ă MsiDpEq, MstDpEq Ă MpstD pEq. Stability
is an open condition with respect to the classical topology [LT], hence MstDpEq is
open in both MsiDpEq, and MpstD pEq. In particular MstDpEq comes with a natural
complex space space structure induced from MsiDpEq.
Note that in general, in the non-Ka¨hlerian framework, semi-stability is not an
open condition (even with respect to the classical topology).
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By choosing a Hermitian metric h on E, MpstD pEq can be identified with the
moduli space of projectively Hermitian-Einstein connections on E, defined as fol-
lows. Denote by ApEq the space of Hermitian connections on pE, hq. For a fixed
Hermitian connection a on the Hermitian line bundle pD,detphqq we put
AapEq :“ tA P ApEq| detpAq “ au.
An element of AapEq will be called an a-oriented connection on pE, hq. We de-
fine the space and the moduli space of projectively Hermitian-Einstein a-oriented
connections on pE, hq by
AHEa pEq :“ tA P AapEq| ΛgF 0A “ 0, pF 0Aq0,2 “ 0u , MHEa pEq :“ A
HE
a pEqLGE ,
where F 0A stands for the trace-free part of the curvature FA of A, and GE :“
ΓpX,SUpEqq is the SUprq-gauge group of pE, hq. If n “ 2, the conditions ΛgF 0A “ 0,
pF 0Aq0,2 “ 0 are equivalent to the anti-selfduality condition pF 0Aq` “ 0, so MHEa pEq
is just the moduli space MASDa pEq of projectively ASD, a-oriented connections on
pE, hq.
The Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence [Bu1], [LT], [LY] generalising Donald-
son’s fundamental work [D1] states that
Theorem (The Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence). Let D be a fixed holomorphic
structure on D “ detpEq and let a be the Chern connection of the pair pD,detphqq.
The map A ÞÑ EB¯A induces a homeomorphism
MHEa pEq »´Ñ MpstD pEq ,
which restricts to a homeomorphism MHEa pEq˚ »´Ñ MstDpEq between the moduli
space of irreducible projectively Hermitian-Einstein, a-oriented connections on E,
and the moduli space of stable D-oriented holomorphic structures on E.
Remark 1.1. In the special case when E is an SLpr,Cq-bundle we can choose h such
that the distinguished trivialisation of detpEq is unitary. With this choice pE, hq
becomes an SUprq-vector bundle, a coincides with the trivial connection associated
with this trivialisation, AapEq is the space of SUprq-connections on pE, hq, and
MHEa pEq is the moduli space of Hermitian-Einstein SUprq-connections on pE, hq.
In the case of an SLpr,Cq-bundle E (or of an SUprq-bundle pE, hq) we will omit the
subscriptsD, a in our notation, hence we will writeMpstpEq, MstpEq for the moduli
spaces of polystable (stable) SLpr,Cq-structures on E, and MHEpEq, MHEpEq˚ for
the moduli spaces of (irreducible) Hermitian-Einstein SUprq-connections on pE, hq.
The Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence has important consequences: using stan-
dard gauge-theoretical techniques one can prove that the quotient topology of
MHEa pEq is Hausdorff. The point is that, for this moduli space, the gauge group
GE is the group of sections of a locally trivial bundle with compact standard fibre.
Therefore MpstD pEq, MstDpEq are Hausdorff spaces, and in particular MstDpEq is a
Hausdorff complex subspace of the (possibly non-Hausdorff) moduli space MsiDpEq.
1.2. Extending the complex structure to a compactification of MstDpEq.
The fundamental questions. The first natural question related to the Kobayashi-
Hitchin correspondence is: Does MpstD pEq have a natural complex space structure
extending the canonical complex space structure of MstDpEq? The explicit examples
described in [Te2], [Te4] and the general results proved in [Te5] show that in general
the answer is negative. For instance, for a class VII surface X with b2pXq “ 1, a
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bundle E with c2pEq “ 0, c1pEq “ c1pKXq and a suitable Gauduchon metric g on
X, the moduli space MpstD pEq can be identified with a compact disk, whose interior
corresponds to MstDpEq. Moreover, on a class VII surface X with b2pXq “ 2 one
obtains in a similar way a moduli space MpstD pEq which can be identified with S4,
and in this case MstDpEq corresponds to the complement of the union of two circles
in S4. These examples show that, in the general (possibly non-Ka¨hlerian) frame-
work the complex space structure on MstDpEq does not extend to a complex space
structure on MpstD pEq. On the other hand, in general MpstD pEq is not compact,
and when this is the case, even if the complex structure of MstDpEq does extend to
MpstD pEq, the result is not satisfactory. This motivates the following:
Question 1. Let pX, gq be a compact Gauduchon manifold, E be a differentiable
rank r vector bundle on X and D be a fixed holomorphic structure on D :“ detpEq.
Does the complex space structure of MstDpEq extend to a complex space structure
on a natural compactification of it, which contains the space MpstD pEq?
Note that, in the case n “ 2, one has a good candidate for “a natural compactifi-
cation of MstDpEq which contains MpstD pEq”: we identify MstDpEq with MASDa pEq˚
via the Kobayashi-Hitchin isomorphism, and we embed the latter space in the Don-
aldson compactification of MASDa pEq. Therefore, in the case n “ 2, one can ask a
more precise version of Question 1:
Question 2. Let pX, gq be a compact Gauduchon surface, E be a differentiable rank
r vector bundle on X and D be a fixed holomorphic structure on D :“ detpEq. Does
the complex space structure on MASDa pEq˚ induced by the Kobayashi-Hitchin cor-
respondence extend to a complex space structure on the Donaldson compactification
MASDa pEq?
As the examples above show, in our general (possibly non-Ka¨hlerian) framework
both questions have negative answer. Indeed, in our examples the space MASDa pEq
is already compact, and admits no complex space structure at all.
On the other hand we believe that both questions have positive answer when
pX, gq is Ka¨hler. In other words
Conjecture 1. Let pX, gq be a compact Ka¨hler manifold, E be a differentiable rank r
vector bundle on X and D be a fixed holomorphic structure on D :“ detpEq. Then
the natural complex space structure of MstDpEq (induced from MsiDpEq) extends to
a natural compactification of it which contains MpstD pEq. For n “ 2 the natural
complex space structure of MstDpEq extends to the Donaldson compactification
MASDa pEq of MASDa pEq.
This conjecture is known to hold in the projective algebraic framework (when ωg
is the Chern form of an ample line bundle H on X) for SLp2,Cq-bundles. In this
case, for n “ 2 one proves [Li] that MASDa pEq can be identified with the image in a
projective space of a regular map defined on a Zariski closed subset of the Gieseker
moduli space associated with the data c1 “ 0, c2 “ c2pEq, r “ 2. This Gieseker
moduli space is a projective variety. Taking into account Li’s result, and the fact
that any compact Ka¨hler surface admits arbitrary small deformations which are
projective ([Kod1], [Bu3], [Bu4]), Conjecture 1 becomes very natural. The recent
results of [GT] concern the higher dimensional projective case, and give further
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evidence for this conjecture.
In this article we will study in detail Question 2 in an interesting special case:
the moduli space of SLp2,Cq-structures on an SLp2,Cq-bundle E with c2pEq “ 1
on a class VII surface X. One has
MASDpEq “MASDpEq Y `M0 ˆX˘
“MASDpEq˚ YRY `M0˚ ˆX˘Y `R0 ˆX˘, (1)
where R Ă MASDpEq is the subspace of reducible SUp2q-instantons with c2 “ 1,
and M0 (M0˚ , R0) stands for the moduli space of flat, respectively flat irreducible,
flat reducible, SUp2q-instantons. The last three terms in the decomposition (1) are
compact. Therefore in our case, Question 2 reduces to a set of three more specific
questions:
Does the complex space structure of MASDpEq˚ “MstpEq extend across the com-
pact strata (a) R0 ˆX, (b) M0˚ ˆX, (c) R ?
The factor R0 of the third summand in 1 can be further decomposed as a disjoint
union as follows. Denote by CpXq the group of characters HompH1pX,Zq, S1q. One
has a natural identification
CpXq :“ CpXqLxjy »´Ñ R0,
where j is the involution induced by the conjugation S1 Ñ S1. The group CpXq
fits into the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 - C0pXq » S1 - CpXq - TorspH2pX,Zqq - 0
‖
0 - Pic0pXq » C˚
?
X
- PicTpXq
?
X
c1- TorspH2pX,Zqq - 0 ,
where
C0pXq :“ HompH1pX,Zq{Tors, S1q » S1,
PicTpXq :“ trLs P PicpXq| c1pLq P TorspH2pX,Zqqu.
The central vertical monomorphism maps a character χ P CpXq to the isomorphy
class of the associated holomorphic Hermitian line bundle Lχ, and identifies CpXq
with kerpdegg PicTpXqq, which is independent of the Gauduchon metric g. More
precisely the congruence class CcpXq P CpXq{C0pXq associated with a torsion class
c P TorspH2pX,Zqq is identified with the vanishing circle of degg on the congruence
class PiccpXq P PicpXq{Pic0pXq.
The involution j : CpXq Ñ CpXq maps CcpXq diffeomorphically onto C´cpXq,
in particular leaves invariant any circle CcpXq associated with a class c belonging
to the Z2-vector space
Tors2pH2pX,Zqq :“ ker
`
H2pX,Zq 2¨Ñ´ H2pX,Zq˘.
Let µ2 be the multiplicative group t˘1u. For c P Tors2pH2pX,Zqq the set ρcpXq of
fixed points of the induced involution CcpXq jcÑ´ CcpXq is a µ2-torsor (in particular
has two points), and the quotient
CcpXq :“ CcpXqLxjcy
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is a segment. More precisely, the choice of a fixed point l P ρcpXq gives a homeo-
morphism
CcpXq hl»´´ Ñ´ S1Lz ÞÑ z¯ » r´1, 1s.
Let TpXq be the quotient of TorspH2pX,Zqq by the involution c ÞÑ ´c, and
denote by T0pXq, T1pXq the subsets of TpXq which correspond respectively to
Tors2pH2pX,Zqq and TorspH2pX,ZqqzTors2pH2pX,Zqq.
For a class c “ rcs P TpXq denote by CcpXq the quotient of CcpXq YC´cpXq by
the involution induced by j on this union. Note that for c “ tcu P T0pXq one has
CcpXq “ CcpXq whereas, for c P T1pXq, the choice of a representative c P c gives an
identification CcpXq » CcpXq. Therefore the space R0 of reducible flat instantons
on X decomposes as a finite disjoint union of segments and circles:
R0 » CpXq “
ď
cPTpXq
CcpXq “
ˆ ď
cPT0pXq
CcpXq
˙ďˆ ď
cPT1pXq
CcpXq
˙
. (2)
The set of all vertices appearing in the first term of (2) can be identified with the
set of fixed points of j, which coincides with
ρpXq :“ H1pX,µ2q “ HompH1pX,Zq, µ2q “
ď
cPTors2pH2pX,Zqq
ρcpXq ,
and has an important gauge theoretical interpretation: it corresponds to the mod-
uli space of reducible flat SUp2q-instantons with non-abelian stabiliser SUp2q. All
other points of R0 correspond to reducible flat SUp2q-instantons with abelian sta-
biliser S1. Therefore, from a gauge theoretical point of view, the first term in
the decomposition (2) (which is always non-empty) is substantially more complex
than the second, because a segment CcpXq contains both abelian and non-abelian
reductions. Our main result states
Theorem 1.2. Let X be a class VII surface, and let E be an SLp2,Cq-bundle on
X with c2pEq “ 1. The complex space structure of MASDpEq˚ “MstpEq extends
across R0 ˆX, and MASDpEq is a smooth complex 4-fold at any reducible virtual
point prAs, xq P R0 ˆX.
This result is surprising for two reasons: first, R0 is a union of segments and
circles, which are not complex geometric objects; second, since the vertices of the
segments CcpXq (c P T0pXq) are isolated non-abelian reductions, one expects es-
sential singularities at these points.
Our second result concerns the extensibility of the complex space structure across
M0˚ ˆX:
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a class VII surface, and let E be be an SLp2,Cq-bundle
on X with c2pEq “ 1. Then M0˚ consists of finitely many simple points, and the
complex space structure of MASDpEq˚ “ MstpEq extends across M0˚ ˆ X. For
every rAs P M0˚ the surface trAsu ˆ X has an open neighbourhood in MASDpEq
which is a normal complex space whose singular locus is trAsuˆX, and the normal
cone of this singular locus can be identified with the cone bundle of degenerate
elements in K_X b S2pEq, where E is the holomorphic bundle associated with A.
Here we denoted by S2pEq the second symmetric power of E ; an element ηb σ P
KXpxq_bS2pEpxqq is degenerate if the associated linear map Epxq Ñ Epxq_bKXpxq_
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has non-trivial kernel. Since rkpEq “ 2, this is equivalent to the condition that σ
belongs to the image of the squaring map Epxq Ñ S2pEpxqq.
Finally, the extensibility of the complex space structure across the subspace
R ĂMASDpEq has been studied in detail in a more general framework in [Te5]. In
our special case the result is the following
Theorem 1.4. [Te5] Let X be a class VII surface endowed with a Gauduchon met-
ric g with deggpKXq ă 0, and let E be an SLp2,Cq-bundle on X with c2pEq “ 1.
Then MASDpEq˚ “ MstpEq is a smooth 4-fold, and the reduction locus R Ă
MASDpEq is a union of b2pXq|TorspH2pX,Zqq| circles. Any such circle has a
neighbourhood which can be identified with a neighbourhood of the singular circle
in a flip passage; in particular the holomorphic structure of MASDpEq˚ does not
extend across any of these circles.
In other words, for class VII surfaces with b2 ą 0, the holomorphic structure
does not extend across the circles of reductions in the moduli space, but (supposing
deggpKXq ă 0) the structure of the moduli space around such a circle is perfectly
understood. Note that the condition deggpKXq ă 0 is not restrictive. Indeed, using
the classification of class VII surfaces with b2 “ 0 [Te1] and the results of [Bu2]
(see also [Te4, Lemma 2.3]), it follows that:
Remark 1.5. Any class VII surface whose minimal model is not an Inoue surface
admits Gauduchon metrics g such that deggpKXq ă 0.
A surprising corollary of our results is:
Corollary 1.6. Let pX, gq be a primary Hopf surface endowed with a Gauduchon
metric, and E be an SLp2,Cq-bundle on X with c2pEq “ 1. Then the natural
complex structure on MstpEq is smooth and extends to a complex structure on
MASDpEq, which becomes a 4-dimensional compact complex manifold.
This study of moduli spaces of SUp2q-instantons on class VII surfaces has sev-
eral motivations. First, in recent articles the second author showed that PUp2q-
instanton moduli spaces can be used to make progress on the classification of class
VII surfaces, more precisely to prove the existence of curves on such surfaces [Te2],
[Te4]. A natural question is: can one obtain similar (or even stronger) results using
moduli spaces of SUp2q-instantons? In order to follow this strategy one needs a
thorough understanding of compactified such moduli spaces.
A second motivation is related to Corollary 1.6: according to this result, the
assignment pX, gq ÞÑ MASDpEq defines a functor from the category of Gaudu-
chon primary Hopf surfaces to the class of 4-dimensional smooth compact complex
manifolds. Moreover, it is known that MASDpEq˚ “ MstpEq is endowed with a
canonical Hermitian metric g which is strongly KT, i.e., satisfies BB¯ωg “ 0 [LT].
The class of compact strongly KT Hermitian manifolds has been intensively studied
in recent years. This class of manifolds intervenes in modern physical theories (II
string theory, 2-dimensional supersymmetric σ-models) and also in Hitchin’s theory
of generalised Ka¨hler geometry. Therefore, it is natural to ask
Question 3. In the conditions of Corollary 1.6 does the canonical strongly KT metric
on MASDpEq˚ “ MstpEq extend to a smooth Hermitian metric on the complex
4-fold MASDpEq?
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If this question has a positive answer, the resulting metric on MASDpEq will be
strongly KT, giving an interesting functor from the category of Gauduchon primary
Hopf surfaces to the category of compact strongly KT 4-dimensional manifolds.
This functor would yield a large class of examples of 4-dimensional strongly KT
compact manifolds. We will come back to Question 3 in a future article.
A third motivation: the novelty of the methods used in the proofs, which empha-
sise surprising difficulties which occur in the non-Ka¨hlerian framework. We shall
explain the ideas of proofs and these difficulties in the next subsections, and in the
course of the subsequent proofs themselves, it will be apparent that our methods
will be applicable in many other situations.
1.3. The idea of proof of Theorem 1.2. In the first part of the proof we study
MASDpEq from the topological point of view. We show that any reducible flat
SUp2q-instanton A on a class VII surface is regular, i.e. one has H2A “ 0. Using the
local model theorem for virtual instantons [DK, Theorem 8.2.4], we will prove that
MASDpEq is a topological 8-manifold around any virtual point prAs, xq P R0 ˆX.
Denoting by MASDpEqr˚eg Ă MASDpEq the open subspace of regular irreducible
instantons, we see that the subspace
M :“MASDpEqr˚eg Y
`R0 ˆX˘ ĂMASDpEq
is a topological 8-manifold.
In a second step we will construct a complex manifold structure on the topological
manifold M using a gluing construction based on the following simple result proved
in the appendix:
Lemma 6.16. Let X be a topological 2n-dimensional manifold, and Y Ă X be an
open subset endowed with a complex manifold structure. Let U be an n-dimensional
complex manifold, and f : U Ñ X be a continuous, injective map with the properties:
‚ X zY Ă impfq,
‚ The restriction f f´1pYq : f´1pYq Ñ Y is holomorphic with respect to the
holomorphic structure induced by the open embedding f´1pYq Ă U .
Then
(1) impfq is an open neighbourhood of X zY in X ,
(2) f induces a homeomorphism U Ñ impfq,
(3) f induces a biholomorhism f´1pYq Ñ impfqXY with respect to the holomor-
phic structures induced by the open embeddings f´1pYq Ă U , impfqXY Ă Y,
(4) There exists a unique complex manifold structure on X which extends the
fixed complex structure on Y, and such that f becomes biholomorphic on its
image.
The hard part of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the construction of a pair pU , f :
U ÑMq such that, taking Y :“MASDpEqr˚eg with the complex structure induced
from MstpEqreg, the hypothesis of Lemma 6.16 is fulfilled.
Note first that, surprisingly, the Gieseker (semi)stability condition for torsion-
free sheaves, can be naturally extended to arbitrary Gauduchon surfaces. The
point is that, for surfaces, in these conditions only the degree of the sheaf and its
Euler-Poincare´ characteristic intervene [Fr, p. 97]. We agree to call the torsion-free
sheaves on X, which are not locally free, singular sheaves.
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In our situation we obtain a natural homeomorphism ϕ : S »´Ñ R0ˆX between
the moduli space S of singular rank 2 Gieseker stable sheaves F on X with the
properties
‚ detpFq » OX , c2pFq “ 1,
‚ the double dual F__ is properly semi-stable.
Taking into account this identification, a natural choice would be to take for U an
open neighbourhood of S in the moduli space of all (locally free and singular) rank
2 Gieseker stable sheaves (with trivial determinant and c2 “ 1). Unfortunately
in our non-Ka¨hlerian framework an unexpected difficulty arises: Gieseker stability
is not an open condition. More precisely, in our case, any neighbourhood (in the
moduli space of simple rank 2 sheaves with trivial determinant) of a point rFs P S
contains points corresponding to sheaves which are not even slope semi-stable.
Taking into account this difficulty, we will take U to be a sufficiently small open
neighbourhood of S in the moduli space Msi of simple rank 2 sheaves [KO] with
trivial determinant. We will define a map
f : U ÑM
whose restriction to S coincides with ϕ and whose restriction to U XMstpEqreg
coincides with the identity of this set. For a point rFs P U with F not semi-
stable we put fprFsq :“ rEF s, where EF is a slope stable locally free sheaf which is
determined up to isomorphy by the conditions
H0pHompF , EF qq ‰ 0 , H0pHompEF ,Fqq ‰ 0.
The proof will be completed by showing that these properties determine a well-
defined map f : U ÑM satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 6.16.
1.4. The idea of proof of Theorem 1.3. According to the main result of [Pl]
the moduli space M0˚ consists of finitely many simple points. Let rAs P M0˚ be
a flat irreducible SUp2q-instanton, E be the associated stable holomorphic bundle,
and pi : PpEq Ñ X its projectivisation. For a point x P X and a line y P PpEpxqq we
denote by ηy : Epxq Ñ qy :“ Epxq{y the corresponding epimorphism, and we put
Fy :“ ker
`E Ñ Etxu ηy´´Ñ qy bOtxu˘ .
We will construct a torsion-free sheaf F on PpEq ˆ X, flat over PpEq, such that
for any point y P PpEq the restriction F tyuˆX , regarded as a sheaf on X, is iso-
morphic with Fy. The sheaf F defines an embedding PpEq ÑMsi in the moduli
space of simple, torsion-free sheaves with trivial determinant and c2 “ 1. The nor-
mal line bundle of the image P of this embedding can be computed explicitly. We
will prove that P has an open neighbourhood U such that UzP ĂMstpEqreg. On
the other hand, using Fujiki’s contractibility criterion [Fuj], it follows that, there
exists a modification U Ñ V on a singular complex space V, which contracts the
projective fibres of P. Using the continuity theorem [BTT] we obtain a continuous
map U ÑMASDpEq which induces a homeomorphism between the complex space
V and an open neighbourhood of trAsu ˆX in MASDpEq.
The article is organised as follows: Section 2 contains results on the topology
MASDpEq around the virtual locus. These results are obtained using gauge theoret-
ical methods. Using the constructions given in Section 3, we construct in Section 4
a holomorphic embedding Vε : AεˆX ÑMsi, where Aε is an open neighbourhood
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of CpXq in the quotient of PicTpXq by the involution l ÞÑ l_. This embedding plays
a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 1.2. The proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem
1.3 are given in Section 5. The appendix groups together general results needed in
the proofs; many of these results are new, and are useful in many other situations.
2. The topological structure of MASDpEq at the virtual points
2.1. Local models at the reducible virtual points. We start with the following
regularity result
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a class VII surface endowed with a Gauduchon metric
g, and E be a holomorphic, split polystable SLp2,Cq-bundle on X with c2pEq “ 0.
Then H2pEnd0pEqq “ 0.
Proof. The hypothesis implies E “ L ‘ L_, where L is a holomorphic line bundle
on X with deggpLq “ 0 and c1pLq2 “ 0. Since the intersection form qX is negative
definite the latter condition implies c1pLq P TorspH2pX,Zqq so, using the notation
introduced in Section 1.2, rLs P CcpXq for a class c P TorspH2pX,Zqq. Note that
End0pEq » OX‘Lb2‘L_b2 and, sinceX is a class VII surface, h2pOXq “ h0pKXq “
0. The result follows from Lemma 2.2 below.
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a class VII surface, and rMs P CpXq. Then H2pMq “ 0.
Proof. By Serre duality we have h2pMq “ h0pKX bM_q. On the other hand, since
M is associated with a character χ : H1pX,Zq Ñ S1, it follows that its Chern
class cBC1 pMq in Bott-Chern cohomology vanishes. Therefore it suffices to prove
that, on a class VII surface X, the Bott-Chern class cBC1 pKXq P H1,1BCpX,Rq is not
represented by an effective divisor. Let pi : X Ñ Xmin be the projection of X on its
minimal model. If a Bott-Chern class c P H1,1BCpX,Rq is represented by an effective
divisor D, then pi˚pcq will be represented by the effective divisor pi˚pDq, hence it
suffices to prove that the class
pi˚
`
cBC1 pKXq
˘ “ cBC1 pKXminq
is not represented by an effective divisor on Xmin.
Case 1. Xmin is an Inoue surface. An Inoue surface has no curve so, if c
BC
1 pKXminq
were represented by an effective divisor, this class would vanish. But cBC1 pKXminq
is non-trivial and pseudo-effective (see [Te3, Remark 4.2]).
Case 2. Xmin is a Hopf surface. Any primary Hopf surface H contains a non-
trivial anti-canonical effective divisor [Kod2, p. 696]. In other words one has
KH » OHp´Dq where D ą 0. It follows that for any Hopf surface H the class
´cBC1 pKXminq is non-trivial and pseudo-effective, so cBC1 pKXminq cannot be repre-
sented by an effective divisor.
Case 3. Xmin is a minimal class VII surface with b2pXminq ą 0. In this case,
using [Na, Lemma 1.1.3] we see that even the de Rham class cDR1 pKXminq is not
represented by an effective divisor.
Corollary 2.3. Let A be a reducible flat SUp2q-instanton on a class VII surface.
Then H2A “ 0.
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Proof. In general, if A is a projectively ASD connection on a Gauduchon surface,
and E is the associated polystable bundle E (see section 1.1), the cohomology spaces
of the deformation elliptic complexes associated with E and A can be compared
explicitly [Te4, Section 1.4.4]. By [Te4, Corollary 1.21], if b1pXq is odd, the second
cohomology spaces of the two complexes coincide. Note that that on Ka¨hler surfaces
the vanishing of H2pEnd0pEqq does not imply the vanishing of H2A. Indeed, if g is
Ka¨hler, the harmonic space H2A contains H0Aωg, hence it cannot vanish when E is a
split polystable bundle. The result follows from Proposition 2.1.
The following proposition describes the local structure around a regular, re-
ducible virtual instanton on any Riemannian 4-manifold with b1pXq “ 1 and
b`pXq “ 0:
Proposition 2.4. Let X be a connected, oriented, compact Riemannian 4-manifold
with b1pXq “ 1 and b`pXq “ 0. Let E be an SUp2q-bundle with c2pEq “ 1 on
X. Let A be a flat, reducible instanton on X with H2A “ 0. The Donaldson
compactification MASDpEq is an 8-dimensional topological manifold at prAs, xq.
Proof. Let E0 be the trivial SUp2q-bundle on X. For a point u P X denote by Glu
the space of gluing data at u, which is just the space Isom`pΛu` , supE0uqq » SOp3q
of orientation preserving linear isometries Λu` Ñ supE0uq. Let Cεu be the ε-cone over
Glu in the vector space HompΛu` , supE0uqq. In other words
Cεu :“ tt γ| t P r0, εq, γ P Gluu homeo» r0, εq ˆGlu
L
t0u ˆGlu .
The unions
GlX :“
ď
uPX
Glu , C
ε
X :“
ď
uPX
Cεu
have natural structures of a locally trivial fibre bundles over X with standard
fibres SOp3q, respectively the ε-cone Cε :“ ttγ| t P r0, εq, γ P SOp3qu over SOp3q in
M3,3pRq. For an open set U Ă X we denote by GlU , CεU the restrictions of these
bundles to U . The gauge group GE0 :“ ΓpX,SUpE0qq acts naturally on GlX (hence
also on CεX) via the morphisms
GE0 evu´´ Ñ´ SUpE0uq Ad´´Ñ SOpsupE0uqq composition´´ ´´ ´´ ´´Ñ Aut
`
Isom`pΛu` , supE0qq
˘
,
where Ad is just the adjoint representation of SUpE0uq on its Lie algebra supE0uq and
the composition morphism on the right maps ϕ P SOpsupE0uqq to the automorphism
γ ÞÑ ϕ˝γ of Glu. For an open set U Ă X the bundles GlU , CεU are obviously gauge
invariant.
Let A be a reducible flat instanton on X with H2A “ 0, and let x P X. In this case
[DK, Proposition 8.2.4] gives an open neighbourhood U of x in X, a positive number
ε ą 0, an open neighbourhood W of prAs, xq in MASDpEq and a homeomorphism
Bε ˆ CεULGA ÑW,
where Bε is the radius ε ball of H1A, and GA the stabiliser of A.
1. Suppose first the GA » S1. In this case one has H0A “ Rσ, H1A “ H1pXqσ,
where σ P ΓpX, supE0qq is an A-parallel unit section. The stabiliser GA acts triv-
ially on H1A. Let Λ
`
U , SpΛ`U q, BεpΛ`U q be the restriction of the bundle Λ` to U ,
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the corresponding unit sphere bundle, respectively the corresponding radius ε ball
bundle. The maps a : GlU Ñ SpΛ`U q, b : CεU Ñ BεpΛ`U q given by
apγq “ γ´1pσuq , bptγq “ tγ´1pσuq @u P U @γ P Glu @t P r0, εq
are surjective, and their fibres coincide with the GA-orbits in GlU , CεU respectively.
Therefore in this case one has a homeomorphism
Bε ˆ CεULGA » Bε ˆBεpΛ`U q,
which is obviously an 8-dimensional topological manifold.
2. Suppose now that GA » SUp2q. In this case the bundle supE0q is trivial,
and choosing a trivialisation of this bundle, one obtains identifications H0A “ sup2q,
H1A “ H1pXq b sup2q. Therefore in this case the quotient Bε ˆ CεU{GA is a locally
trivial fibre bundle over U with fibre
Fε :“ Bεpsup2qq ˆ C
εL
SUp2q » B
3
ε ˆ CεL
SOp3q
Identifying Cε with the topological cone
r0, εq ˆ SOp3qLt0u ˆ SOp3q
we obtain a proper surjective map
piε :
B3ε ˆ r0, εq ˆ SOp3qL
SOp3q Ñ Fε.
The quotient on the left can be identified with B3ε ˆ r0, εq, hence Fε is just the
quotient of B3ε ˆ r0, εq collapsing the fibres of the norm map B3ε ˆ t0u Ñ r0, εq. In
other words Fε is the quotient space of B
3
ε ˆ r0, εq by the equivalence relation „ε
generated by `pv, 0q, pw, 0q˘ P `B3ε ˆ r0, εq˘ˆ `B3ε ˆ r0, εq˘| }v} “ }w}(.
The claim follows now by Lemma 2.5 below, taking into account that B3ε ˆr0, εq
is a „ saturated open neighbourhood of p0, 0q in R3 ˆ r0,8q and that „ε is just
the equivalence relation induced by „ on this neighbourhood.
Lemma 2.5. Put Rn`1` :“ Rn ˆ r0,8q, Sn` :“ Sn XRn`1` , η :“ p0Rn , 1q P Sn`, and
let p : Sn` Ñ Sn be the surjective map defined by the conditions
(1) the points η, x and ppxq belong to a geodesic of Sn,
(2) dpppxq, ηq “ 2dpx, ηq, where distances are computed using the standard Rie-
mannian metric on Sn.
The map pi : Rn`1` Ñ Rn`1 defined by
pipρwq “ ρppwq @w P Sn` @ρ P r0,8q
is proper and identifies Rn`1 with the topological quotient of Rn`1` by the equivalence
relation „ generated by `pv, 0q, pw, 0q˘ P Rn`1` ˆ Rn`1` }v} “ }w}(.
The map p : Sn` Ñ Sn is just the (maximal extension of the) homothety of
coefficient 2 and center η on the sphere Sn. Figure 1 illustrates Lemma 2.5 in the
case n “ 2.
Combining Corollary 2.3 with Proposition 2.4 we obtain
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Figure 1. The map pi
Proposition 2.6. Let X be a class VII surface, and E be an SUp2q-bundle with
c2pEq “ 1 on X. Then MASDpEq is a topological 8-manifold around R0 ˆX. The
union M :“ MASDpEqr˚eg Y
`R0 ˆ X˘ is open in MASDpEq and is a topological
8-manifold.
2.2. The structure of MASDpEq around the strata of irreducible virtual
points. Let X be a class VII surface. By [Pl, Theorem 2.1] it follows that for any
stable holomorphic bundle E of rank 2 with detpEq » OX and c2pEq “ 0 one has
H2pEnd0pEqq “ 0. Using the same argument as in the proof of Corollary 2.3 we
obtain
Proposition 2.7. Let A be an irreducible flat SUp2q-instanton on a class VII
surface. Then H2A “ 0.
On the other hand the method used in the proof of Proposition 2.4 gives:
Proposition 2.8. Let X be a connected, oriented, compact Riemannian 4-manifold
with b1pXq “ 1 and b`pXq “ 0. Let E be an SUp2q-bundle with c2pEq “ 1 on X.
Let A be a flat, irreducible instanton on X with H2A “ 0. For a sufficiently small
ε ą 0 the subspace trAsu ˆX has an open neighbourhood in MASDpEq which can
be identified with the cone bundle CεX .
The following remark shows that an SLp2,Cq-holomorphic structure E on E0
defines a normal complex space structure on the cone bundle CεX .
Remark 2.9. Let pX, gq be Hermitian surface. The cone bundle CεX can be identified
with a neighbourhood of the zero section in the cone bundle of degenerate elements
in Λ02X b S2pE0q. Therefore any holomorphic SLp2,Cq-structure E on E0 identifies
CεX with a neighbourhood of the zero section in the cone bundle of degenerate
elements in K_X b S2pEq, which is a normal complex space over X.
Proof. The standard fibre of CεX is a cone over SOp3q, hence it can be identi-
fied with a neighbourhood of the singular point in the quotient R4{µ2. If we
fix a Spincp4q-structure σ on X, then the SOp3q-bundle GlX can be identified
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with the quotient UpΣ`, E0q{S1, where Σ` is the positive spinor bundle of σ.
This identification is obtained using the standard isomorphism Λ`pXq »´Ñ supΣ`q.
If pX, gq is a Hermitian surface and σ is its canonical Spincp4q-structure, then
Σ` “ Λ00 ‘ Λ02. Denoting by SpEq the sphere bundle of E0 we obtain a bundle
isomorphism UpΣ`, E0q u»´´ Ñ SpE0q ˆX SpΛ02q given fibrewise by the formula
UpΣx` , E0xq Q a ÞÑ
`
a´1pj ¨ ap1xq, ap1xq
˘ P SpΛ02x q ˆX SpE0xq ,
where 1x is the standard generator of Λ
00
x , and j¨ stands for the multiplication with
the quaternionic unit j with respect to the quaternionic structure of E given by the
standard identification SUp2q » Spp1q. The S1-action on SpΛ02qˆX SpE0q induced
by the standard action of S1 on UpΣ`, E0q is given by ζ ¨ pu, vq “ pζ´2u, ζvq. This
shows that the bundle GlX “ UpΣ`, E0q{S1 can be identified with the image S of
SpΛ02q ˆX SpE0q in Λ02 b S2pE0q via the S1-invariant map pe, νq ÞÑ pe_ eq b ν. It
suffices to note that tt s| t P r0, εq, s P Su is a neighbourhood of the zero section in
the cone bundle of degenerate elements in Λ02X b S2pE0q.
3. Singular sheaves with trivial determinant and c2 “ 1
3.1. A family of SLp2,Cq-bundles with c2 “ 0. Let X be a class VII surface.
For such a surface one has χpOXq “ 0, H1pOXq » C, and Pic0pXq » C˚. Fix an
isomorphism ϑ : H1pOXq Ñ C which maps H1pX,Zq onto Z, and let $ be the
induced isomorphism Pic0pXq Ñ C˚.
Since X is fixed, we will omit it in the notations PicTpXq, PiccpXq, CpXq, CpXq,
CcpXq, CcpXq, CcpXq, ρcpXq, ρpXq, TpXq, T0pXq, T1pXq introduced in section 1.2.
Let L be a Poincare´ line bundle on PicT ˆ X normalised at a point x0 P X.
For l P PicT we put Ll :“ LtluˆX , regarded as a line bundle on X. The universal
property of the Poincare´ line bundle shows that, for any l P PicT, the isomorphism
type of Ll is l. For a point l P PicT and a tangent vector v P TlpPicTq “ H1pX,OXq,
the infinitesimal deformation vpL q P Ext1pLl,Llq “ H1pX,OXq associated with
the pair pL , vq is given by
vpL q “ v . (3)
The quotient P of PicT by the involution l
jÞÑ l_ decomposes as a disjoint union
P “ ŤcPTPc where, for a class c “ rcs P T, Pc stands for the quotient of PiccYPic´c
by j. Pc is biholomorphic to C when c P T0, and can be identified with Picc » C˚
when c P T1. The projection pi : PicT Ñ P is a branched double covering whose
ramification locus is the set
ρ “ H1pX,µ2q Ă
ď
cPTors2pH2pX,Zqq
Picc,
and whose branch locus is β :“ pipρq Ă ŤcPT0 Pc. Since Pic0 is an injective Z-
module, the short exact sequence 0 Ñ Pic0 Ñ PicT Ñ TorspH2pX,Zqq Ñ 0 splits.
Fix a left splitting σ : PicT Ñ Pic0, and put
ξ :“ 1
2
p$ ˝ σ `$ ˝ σ ˝ jq , ζ :“ 1
2
p$ ˝ σ ´$ ˝ σ ˝ jq P OpPicTq .
The zero locus of ζ is the ramification locus ρ. With these notations one has
pi˚pOPicTq “ OPξ ‘OPζ . (4)
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The push-forward E :“ ppi ˆ idXq˚pL q is a rank 2 bundle on PˆX. For p P P
we put Ep :“ EtpuˆX regarded as a bundle on X. Taking into account the definition
of ppi ˆ idXq˚, one obtains canonical isomorphisms
Epiplq “ LXl`Xl_ , (5)
where Xl stands for the smooth divisor tlu ˆ X Ă PicT ˆ X, where Xl ` Xl_
is regarded as an effective divisor in PicT ˆ X, and where the right hand sheaf
is regarded as an OX -module via the obvious projection Xl ` Xl_ Ñ X. For a
ramification point l P ρ, one obtains
Epiplq “ L2Xl (viewed as an OX -module), (6)
where 2Xl is regarded as a non-reduced complex subspace of Pic
T ˆX. Tensoring
by L the short exact sequence
0 Ñ OXl ζÑ´ O2Xl Ñ OXl Ñ 0 (7)
and regarding the central term as an OX -module, we obtain a canonical exact
sequence
0 Ñ Ll Ñ Epiplq Ñ Ll Ñ 0 , (8)
whose extension class is precisely v0pL q, where v0 P TlpPicTq is defined by the
condition dζpv0q “ 1 (see Proposition 6.8 in the Appendix). Taking into account
formula (3) we get:
Lemma 3.1. In the conditions and with the notation above, let p “ piplq P P. Then
(1) If l R ρ one has canonical identifications
Ep “ Ll ‘ Ll_ “ Ll ‘ L_l ,
(2) If l P ρ one has a canonical short exact sequence
0 Ñ Ll jlÑ´ Ep rl´´Ñ Ll Ñ 0, (9)
whose extension class is the generator of H1pOXq induced by the fixed iso-
morphism ϑ : H1pOXq Ñ C.
Using the identification (5) we see that:
Remark 3.2. Every representative l P p yields a canonical short exact sequence
0 Ñ L_l jlÑ´ Ep rl´´Ñ Ll Ñ 0. (10)
If l1 ‰ l is a different representative, then rl ˝ jl1 “ idLl , rl1 ˝ jl “ idLl1 .
Definition 3.3. Let p “ piplq P P and x P X. If l R ρ the two summands Ll,
L_l of Ep will be called the canonical line sub-bundles of Ep and Llpxq, L_l pxq the
canonical lines of Eppxq. If l P ρ the image of Ll in Ep (via the monomorphism jl
given by Lemma 3.1) will be called the canonical line sub-bundle of Ep, and Llpxq
the canonical line of Eppxq.
Proposition 3.4. Fix a Gauduchon metric g on X, let l P PicT with deggplq ě 0,
and put p :“ piplq. Then
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(1) Suppose that l R ρ. Then
EndpEpq “ CidLl ‘ CidL_l ‘H0pLb2l q, AutpEpq “ C˚idLl ˆ C˚idL_l ˆH0pLb2l q.
The multiplication on CidLl‘CidL_l ‘H0pLb2l q induced by the composition
of endomorphisms is given by
pz, ζ, λqpz1, ζ 1, λ1q “ pzz1, ζζ 1, zλ1 ` ζ 1λq.
(2) When l P ρ then
EndpEpq “ CidEp ‘ Cpjl ˝ rlq, AutpEpq “ C˚idEp ˆ Cpjl ˝ rlq.
The multiplication on CidEp ‘ Cpjl ˝ rlq induced by the composition of en-
domorphisms is given by`
z, ζpjl ˝ rlq
˘`
z1, ζ 1pjl ˝ rlq
˘q “ `zz1, pzζ 1 ` z1ζqpjl ˝ rlq˘ .
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 3.1 taking into account that, since deggpL_b2l q ď 0
and L_b2l fi OX , one has H0pL_b2l q “ 0. Note that in our non-Ka¨hlerian framework
X might contain non-empty effective divisors with torsion fundamental class, so
H0pLb2l q might be non-zero even if l R ρ.
For (2), let ϕ P EndpEpq. The composition rl ˝ϕ ˝ jl must vanish because, if not, it
would be an isomorphism, hence ϕ˝ jl would define a splitting of the extension (9).
Therefore ϕ maps jlpLlq into itself, giving an endomorphism ϕ0 of Ll, which can
be written as ϕ0 “ z idLl . The endomorphism ψ :“ ϕ´ z idEp will vanish on jlpLlq,
so it can be written as ψ “ χ ˝ rl, for a morphism χ : Ll Ñ Ep. Since, by the same
argument as above one has rl ˝ χ “ 0, it follows that χ “ jl ˝ u for a morphism
u : Ll Ñ Ll. Writing u “ ζidLl we obtain ϕ “ z idε ` ζpjl ˝ rlq, which proves the
claim.
Definition 3.5. Let DivpXqą0 be the set of non-empty, effective divisors on X.
Put
DivpXqą00 :“
 
D P DivpXqą0| c1pOpDqq P TorspH2pX,Zqq
(
;
vpgq “
"
inf
 
volgpDq| D P DivpXqą0
(
if DivpXqą0 ‰ H ,
8 if DivpXqą0 “ H ;
v0pgq “
"
inf
 
volgpDq| D P DivpXqą00
(
if DivpXqą00 ‰ H ,
8 if DivpXqą00 “ H .
(11)
One has obviously v0pgq ě vpgq, and using Bishop’s compactness theorem (see
for instance [Ch]), it follows that vpgq ą 0.
Remark 3.6. Let L be a non-trivial holomorphic line bundle on X. Suppose that
deggpLq ă vpgq or cR1 pLq “ 0 and deggpLq ă v0pgq. Then H0pLq “ 0.
With these notations Proposition 3.4 gives
Corollary 3.7. Let p “ piplq P Pzβ with 0 ď |deggplq| ă 12v0pgq. Then
EndpEpq “ CidLl ‘ CidL_l , AutpEpq “ C˚idLl ˆ C˚idL_l .
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Let Aε be the tubular neighbourhood of C “ HompH1pX,Zq, S1q in PicT given
by
Aε :“ tl P PicT| deggplq P p´ε, εqu,
and let Aε be the quotient Aε :“ Aε{xjy. Aε is a disjoint union of annuli, and Aε
is a disjoint union of annuli and disks. Denoting by |degg| : P Ñ r0,8q the map
given by |degg|ppi0plqq :“ |deggplq|, we see that C is just the zero set of |degg|, and
Aε is the open subset of P defined by the inequality |degg|ppq ă ε.
Corollary 3.8. Let pX, gq be a class VII surface endowed with a Gauduchon metric.
For sufficiently small ε ą 0 the following holds:
(1) h0pEnd0pEpqq “ 1, h2pEndpEpqq “ h2pEnd0pEpqq “ 0 for any p P Aε,
(2) the family E is versal at any point p P Aε.
Proof. (1) By Corollary 3.7 it follows that h0pEnd0pEpqq “ 1 if |deg|gppq is suf-
ficiently small. Write p “ piplq with l P Aε. By Lemma 2.2 we know that
h0pKX b Lb2q “ h0pKX b L_b2q “ 0 if l P C. Using Remark 10 and the known
property h0pKXq “ 0, we see that h0pKX b EndpEpqq “ h0pKX b End0pEpqq “ 0
when p P C. By Grauert’s semicontinuity theorem it follows that, for sufficiently
small ε ą 0, one has h2pEndpEpqq “ h2pEnd0pEpqq “ 0 for any p P Aε.
(2) Using the Riemann-Roch theorem we get h1pEnd0pEpqq “ 1 for any p P Aε.
It suffices to note that the infinitesimal deformation vpE q is non-trivial for any
non-trivial tangent vector v. For p R β the claim follows from the similar property
of the Poincare´ line bundle L . For p P β this follows from Proposition 6.8 (2).
3.2. Singular torsion-free sheaves with trivial determinant and c2 “ 1. We
start with the following simple classification result:
Proposition 3.9. Let F be a singular torsion-free rank 2 sheaf on a non-algebraic
complex surface X with detpFq » OX and c2pFq “ 1. Then F fits in an exact
sequence
0 Ñ F Ñ E Ñ Otxu Ñ 0, (12)
where E “ F__ is a rank 2-bundle on X with detpEq » OX , c2pEq “ 0, and Otxu :“
O{Ix.
Proof. Since F is torsion-free on a surface, its singularity set S Ă X is 0-dimensional,
F embeds injectively in its bidual E :“ F__ (which is locally free), and the support
of the quotient sheaf Q :“ E{F is S. Using the exact sequence
0 Ñ F Ñ E Ñ QÑ 0
we get detpEq » detpFq » OX , and c2pEq “ c2pFq ´ h0pQq. On the other hand,
since X is non-algebraic, we get [BLP, The´ore`me 0.3] 4c2pEq ´ c1pEq2 ě 0, hence,
in our case, c2pEq ě 0. This gives h0pQq ď c2pFq “ 1. Since we suppose that
F is singular, Q cannot vanish, hence h0pQq “ 1, which shows that Q is just the
structure sheaf of a simple point.
Let E be rank 2 locally free sheaf on a surface X, x P X and η : Epxq Ñ C be
a linear epimorphism. We will denote by FpE , x, ηq the torsion-free sheaf kerpη˜q,
where η˜ : E Ñ Otxu is the epimorphism induced by η.
Proposition 3.10. If FpE , x, ηq » FpE 1, x1, η1q then x “ x1 and any isomorphism
f : FpE , x, ηq Ñ FpE 1, x, η1q is induced by a bundle isomorphism ϕ : E Ñ E 1 such
that η1 ˝ ϕpxq P C˚η.
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Proof. Indeed, if FpE , x, ηq » FpE 1, x1, η1q then comparing the singularity sets of the
two sheaves we get x “ x1. An isomorphism f : FpE , x, ηq Ñ FpE 1, x, η1q induces
an isomorphism
ϕ : FpE , x, ηq__ “ E Ñ E 1 “ FpE 1, x, η1q__
between the respective biduals which makes the diagram
FpE , x, ηq f»
- FpE 1, x, η1q
E
?
X
ϕ
»
- E 1
?
X
commutative. This shows that ϕ maps FpE , x, ηq onto FpE 1, x, η1q and f is just
the restriction of ϕ to FpE , x, ηq. The former property is equivalent to ϕpkerpη˜qq “
kerpη˜1q, which, sinceOtxu is a skyscraper sheaf with 1-dimensional stalk, is obviously
equivalent to η˜1 ˝ ϕ P C˚η˜. But this is equivalent to η1 ˝ ϕpxq P C˚η.
Corollary 3.11. Let E be rank 2 locally free sheaf on a surface X, x, x1 P X, and
η, η1 : Epxq Ñ C be epimorphisms. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) FpE , x, ηq » FpE , x1, η1q,
(2) x “ x1 and there exists an automorphism ϕ P AutpEq such that η1˝ϕpxq “ η.
We return to class VII surfaces and the objects constructed in the previous
sections.
Definition 3.12. Let X be a class VII surface, let p P P and x P X. An epimor-
phism η : Eppxq Ñ C will be called admissible if its kernel does not coincide with a
canonical line of Eppxq (see Definition 3.3).
Using Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.7 we get
Corollary 3.13. Let p “ piplq P P with 0 ď |deggplq| ă 12v0pgq.
(1) For any admissible epimorphism η : Eppxq Ñ C, the sheaf FpEp, x, ηq is
simple,
(2) If η, η1 : Eppxq Ñ C are admissible epimorphisms, then FpEp, x, ηq »
FpEp, x, η1q.
The sheaves of the form FpEp, x, ηq will play a crucial role in the proof of our
main result. Using Remark 3.2 we see that
Remark 3.14. Let η : Eppxq Ñ C be an admissible epimorphism. A representative
l P p gives a short exact sequence
0 Ñ L_l b Ix jl,x,η´´´´Ñ FpEp, x, ηq rl,x,η´´ ´´Ñ Ll Ñ 0, (13)
where jl,x,η, rl,x,η are induced by jl, rl.
4. The map Vε and its properties
We will need holomorphic families of singular sheaves of the form FpEp, x, ηq
parameterised by products P ˆ U , for sufficiently small open subsets U Ă X.
Therefore we will need families of admissible epimorphisms
pηp,u : Eppuq Ñ Cqpp,uqPPˆU
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defined for sufficiently small open subsets U Ă X. Let U Ă X be a contractible,
Stein open set. The restriction LU :“ L PicTˆU is trivial. Choose a trivialisation
morphism σ : LU
»´Ñ OPicTˆU . Taking push-forward via the double cover
pi ˆ idU : PicT ˆ U Ñ Pˆ U ,
and using (4), we get a bundle isomorphism
ppi ˆ idU qpσq : EU »´Ñ ppi ˆ idU q˚pOPicTˆU q “ OPˆU ξ ‘OPˆU ζ, (14)
where EU :“ E PˆU . The projection on the second summand gives an epimorphism
ησ : EU Ñ OPˆU .
Lemma 4.1. For any pp, uq P P ˆ U , ησp,u : Eppuq Ñ C is an admissible epimor-
phism.
Proof. Via the identifications
EU pPˆ Uq “ LU pPicT ˆ Uq »σ´´ Ñ OpPicT ˆ Uq,
the morphism ησ is given by ησpαq “ 12ζ
`
α´α˝ pjˆ idU q
˘
. If l ‰ l_ this shows that
kerpησp,uq is identified with the diagonal line of the sum Llpuq ‘ Ll_puq. If l “ l_
the same formula shows that ησ defines a splitting of the restriction of the exact
sequence (8) to U , so kerpησp,uq is a complement of Llpuq in Eppuq.
4.1. The embedding Vε. Let Msi be the moduli space of simple torsion-free
sheaves on X with trivial determinant line bundle and c2 “ 1, and let
Msireg :“ trFs PMsi| Ext20pF ,Fq “ 0u “ trFs PMsi| Ext2pF ,Fq “ 0u
be its regular part.
Proposition 4.2. Let pX, gq be a class VII surface endowed with a Gauduchon
metric. For sufficiently small ε ą 0 the following hold:
(1) rFpEp, x, ηqs P Msireg for any p P Aε, x P X and admissible epimorphism
η : Eppxq Ñ C.
(2) The map Vε : Aε ˆX ÑMsireg given by
V pp, xq :“ rFpEp, x, ηqs
(for an admissible epimorphism η : Eppxq Ñ C) is well-defined, injective,
holomorphic, immersive, and homeomorphic on its image.
In other words, for sufficiently small ε ą 0, Vε is a holomorphic embedding.
Proof. (1) Put F :“ FpEp, x, ηq, E :“ Ep to save on notation. The fact that F is
simple for sufficiently small |degg|ppq follows from Corollary 3.13.
To prove that Ext2pF ,Fq “ 0, use the local-global spectral sequence. Since the
singularity set of F is 0-dimensional, one has
H1pExt1pF ,Fqq “ 0,
hence it suffices to show that, when |deg|gppq is sufficiently small, one has
(a) H2pHompF ,Fqq “ 0,
(b) Ext2pF ,Fq “ 0.
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To prove (a) note that the sheaf HompF ,Fq fits in a short exact sequence
0 Ñ HompF ,Fq Ñ HompF , Eq “ HompE , Eq ψη´´Ñ Hom`FLIxE ,Otxu˘Ñ 0 , (15)
where ψη is the composition
HompE , Eq Ñ Hom`ELIxE , ELIxE ˘Ñ Hom`FLIxE , ELIxE ˘ η˝´´Ñ Hom`FLIxE ,Otxu˘.
Since Hom`FLIxE ,Otxu˘ is a torsion sheaf supported at txu, we have
H2pHompF ,Fqq » H2pHompE , Eqq ,
which vanishes if ε is sufficiently small by Corollary 3.8.
For (b) note that the stalk Fy is a free Oy-module for any point y ‰ x, whereas
Fx » Ox ‘
 Ix(x
as Ox-modules. Therefore we have to prove that
Ext2Ox
` Ix(x,Ox˘ “ Ext2Ox` Ix(x,  Ix(x˘ “ 0 .
Using the exact sequence
0 Ñ Ox Ñ O‘2x Ñ
 Ix(x Ñ 0 (16)
we see that the homological dimension of
 Ix(x is 1, hence
ExtiOx
` Ix(x,Ox˘ “ 0
for i ě 2 [Ko, section V.3, formula 3.20]. Using (16) again, we obtain an exact
sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Ext2Ox
` Ix(x,O‘2x ˘Ñ Ext2Ox` Ix(x,  Ix(x˘Ñ Ext3Ox` Ix(x,Ox˘Ñ . . .
which shows that Ext2Ox
` Ix(x,  Ix(x˘ “ 0, too.
(2) Corollary 3.13 shows that Vε is well-defined. The injectivity of Vε follows from
Proposition 3.10, taking into account that Ep, Ep1 are non-isomorphic when p ‰ p1
and |degg|ppq, |degg|pp1q are sufficiently small.
We prove that Vε is holomorphic. Let U Ă X be a contractible, Stein open
subset of X, σ be a trivialization of LU :“ L PicTˆU , and let ησ : EU Ñ OPˆU be
the associated epimorphism. On the product PˆU ˆX we consider the following
sheaves:
‚ XUXE :“ pP˚XpE q,
‚ UUXE :“ pP˚U pEU q.
Denoting by ∆UX » U the graph of the inclusion map U ãÑ X, we get an obvious
identification
X
UXE Pˆ∆UX “ UUXE Pˆ∆UX ,
so an obvious epimorphism
wσ : XUXE Pˆ∆UX Ñ OPˆ∆UX
which corresponds to ησ via the canonical identifications. Put
Fσ :“ ker ` XUXE Ñ XUXEPˆ∆UX wσ´´Ñ OPˆ∆UX ˘. (17)
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Since XUXE and OPˆ∆UX are flat over PˆU , it follows by Lemma 4.4 proved below
that Fσ is also flat over P ˆ U , and that the restriction Fσp,u of Fσ to a fibre
tpp, uqu ˆX (regarded as a sheaf on X) is just the kernel of the composition
Ep Ñ Eppuq η
σ
p,u´´ Ñ´ C.
Therefore one has
rFσp,us “ Vεpp, uq @pp, uq P Aε ˆ U .
Since Fσ is flat over Pˆ U , this proves that Vε is holomorphic on Aε ˆ U . Using
a covering of X by Stein, contractible open subsets, we see that Vε is holomorphic
on Aε ˆX.
We will show now that Vε is an immersion. The tangent space TrFsMsi can be
identified with the kernel Ext10pF ,Fq of the trace map Ext1pF ,Fq Ñ H1pX,OXq
[To, section 3]. The local-global spectral sequence gives the exact sequence
0 Ñ H1pHom0pF ,Fqq JÑ´ Ext10pF ,Fq RÑ´ H0pExt1pF ,Fqq Ñ 0 ,
where, on the right, we took into account that H2pHompF ,Fqq “ 0. The image of
J is the subspace of Ext10pF ,Fq consisting of trace-free extension classes of F by
F , which are locally split. The morphism R has a simple geometric interpretation:
If
0 Ñ F aÑ´ F 1 bÑ´ F Ñ 0
represents an extension class ε P Ext10pF ,Fq then, for any x P X, Rpεqpxq P
Ext1OxpFx,Fxq is the extension class of the Ox-module exact sequence
0 Ñ Fx ax´´Ñ F 1x bx´´Ñ Fx Ñ 0 .
The injectivity of the tangent map Dp,xVε : Tpp,xqpP ˆ Xq Ñ TrFsMsi “
Ext10pF ,Fq follows from Lemma 4.3 below.
Finally we prove that, for sufficiently small ε ą 0 the map Vε is homeomorphic
on its image. Put
A¯ε :“
 
l P PicT| deggplq P r´ε, εs
(
, A¯ε :“ A¯ε
L
l ÞÑ l_ ,
and let V¯ε : A¯ε ˆX ÑMsi be the map defined again by
V¯εpp, xq :“ rFpEp, x, ηqs,
for an admissible epimorphism η : Eppxq Ñ C. It is easy to see that, for sufficiently
small ε ą 0, the map V¯ε is continuous, and injective. Moreover, its image V¯εpA¯εˆXq
is Hausdorff. This follows using the non-separability criterion explained in section
6.4, and noting that, for two distinct pairs pp, xq ‰ pp1, x1q with p, p1 P A¯ε, one has
Hom
`FpEp, x, ηq,FpEp1 , x1, η1q˘ “ 0. Therefore V¯ε induces a continuous bijection
A¯ε ˆ X Ñ V¯ε
`
A¯ε ˆ X
˘
from a compact space to a Hausdorff space. By a well-
known result in topology, this bijection is a homeomorphism. It suffices to note
that Vε is the restriction of V¯ε to Aε ˆX.
Lemma 4.3. (1) The partial derivative BVεBp : TpPÑ Ext10pF ,Fq factorises as
BVεBp “ J ˝ h, where h : TpPÑ H1pHom0pF ,Fqq is an isomorphism.
(2) The composition R ˝ BVεBx : TxX Ñ H0pExt1pF ,Fqq is injective.
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Proof. The definition of Fσ (17) gives the exact sequence
0 Ñ Fσ ãÑ XUXE wσ´´Ñ OPˆ∆UX Ñ 0 , (18)
where wσ stands for the composition
X
UXE Ñ XUXEPˆ∆UX w
σ´´Ñ OPˆ∆UX . The de-
composition (14) of the restriction EU “ E PˆU and the definition of the sheaf Fσ
gives an obvious isomorphism
Fσ PˆUˆU “ OPˆUˆU ‘ IPˆ∆UU , (19)
where ∆UU is the graph of idU .
(1) Let pp, xq P P ˆ U , and put E :“ Ep, F :“ Fσpp,xq “ FpEp, x, ησp,xq. The di-
rect sum decomposition (19) shows that
Fσ PˆtxuˆU “ pU˚ pOU ‘ Ixq ,
hence this restriction can be regarded as a constant family of sheaves on U pa-
rameterized by P ˆ txu. Taking into account the geometric interpretation of the
morphism R, this shows that, for every p P P and for every ξ P TppPq one has
R
`BVε
Bp pξ, 0q
˘ “ Rpξ,0q`Fσ˘ “ 0 ,
so BVεBp factorizes as
BVεBp “ J ˝ h, for a morphism h : TpPÑ H1pHom0pF ,Fqq. We
will prove that h is an isomorphism. Note first that the obvious morphisms
θ : Ext1pF ,Fq Ñ Ext1pF , Eq , τ : Ext1pE , Eq “ H1pHompE , Eqq Ñ Ext1pF , Eq
associated with the embedding F Ă E induce morphisms
θ0 : H
1pHompF ,Fqq Ñ H1pHompF , Eqq , τ0 : H1pHompE , Eqq Ñ H1pHompF , Eqq ,
which (taking into account the exact sequence (15)) are isomorphisms. Let now
v P TppPq, and w “ pv, 0q P Tpp,xqpPˆXq. By Lemma 4.4 below, we obtain
θ0phpvqq “ τ0ppv,0qp XUXE qq “ τ0pvpE qq.
On the other hand, by Proposition 6.8 in the appendix, it follows that vpE q ‰ 0
if v ‰ 0. This proves that h is injective. Taking into account that dimpTppPqq “
dimpH1pHom0pF ,Fqqq “ 1, the statement (1) follows.
(2) Using (19) we obtain an identification Fσ tpuˆUˆU “ OtpuˆUˆU ‘ Itpuˆ∆U .
By Proposition 6.9 proved in the appendix we obtain for a tangent vector η P TxX
R
`BVε
Bx pηq
˘ “ R`p0,ηqpFσq˘ “ ηpI∆U q “ η ,
which proves (2).
Lemma 4.4. Let S, X be complex manifolds with X compact, and let
0 Ñ F jÑ´ E qÑ´ Q Ñ 0 (20)
be a short exact sequence of coherent sheaves on S ˆ X, where E and Q are flat
over S. We denote by Es, Fs the sheaves on X given by E tsuˆX , F tsuˆX . Then
(1) F is flat over S, and for any s P S the morphism js : Fs Ñ Es induced by
j is injective,
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(2) For any s P S and any tangent vector w P TsS one has
θpwpF qq “ τpwpE qq ,
where θ : Ext1pFs,Fsq Ñ Ext1pFs, Esq , τ : Ext1pEs, Esq Ñ Ext1pFs, Esq
are the morphisms induced by the monomorphism js : Fs Ñ Es.
Proof. (1) Using the short exact sequence (20) and the flatness of E , Q over S, it
follows that for any ps, xq P SˆX and any Os-module A, one has TorkpFps,xq,Aq “
0 for k ą 0. Therefore F is flat over S. The injectivity of js follows from a well-
known flatness criterion [Mat, p. 150].
(2) We may suppose that S Ă C is a disk centered at 0, s “ 0 and w “ ddz . The
fibre X0 is a divisor in Y :“ S ˆX. Tensoring the short exact sequence
0 Ñ OX0 z¨Ñ´ O2X0 Ñ OX0 Ñ 0
with the OS-flat sheavesF , E , Q we obtain the following the commutative diagram
with exact rows and columns
0 0 0
0 - FX0
? z1- F2X0
? p1- FX0
?
- 0
0 - EX0
j0 ?
X
z2- E2X0
J0 ?
X
p2 - EX0
j0 ?
X
- 0
0 - QX0
q0 ? z˜- Q2X0
Q0 ? p˜ - QX0
q0 ?
- 0 .
0
?
0
?
0
?
The morphisms z1, z2, z˜ are induced by multiplication with z, and p1, p2 , p˜ are
restriction morphisms. The infinitesimal deformations wpF q, wpE q are the exten-
sion classes of the first two horizontal rows. By definition, τpwpE qq is the extension
class of
0 Ñ EX0 ϕ
2´´Ñ p2´1pFX0q p
2´´Ñ FX0 Ñ 0 , (21)
and θpwpF qq is the extension class of
0 Ñ EX0 Ñ F2Xs ‘FX0 EX0
p1˝p1´´´´Ñ FX0 Ñ 0 . (22)
Let k : F2Xs ‘ EX0 Ñ E2X0 be the morphism given by kpx, yq “ J0pxq ´ z2pyq. A
simple diagram chasing shows that kerpkq “ pz1‘j0qpFX0q and impkq “ p2´1pFX0q.
Therefore k induces an isomorphism
F2Xs ‘FXs EXs Ñ p2´1pFXsq .
It also defines an isomorphism between the extensions (21), (22).
4.2. Topological properties of the map Vε. We will need the following nota-
tions:
Msising :“
 rFs PMsi| F is singular( , Msilf :“  rFs PMsi| F is locally free( ,
Mstlf “
 rFs PMsilf | F is stable( , tMstlf ureg “  rEs PMstlf | H2pEnd0pEqq “ 0( .
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Note that Msising is an analytic set of Msi, Msilf is its (Zariski open) complement,
and Mstlf (tMstlf ureg) is a Hausdorff open subset of Msilf which can be identified with
the moduli space MstpEq (respectively MstpEqreg) introduced in the section 1.
The first result of this section shows that the map Vε has an important geometric
interpretation: for a point p0 P Aε (with ε sufficiently small) any small singular sim-
ple deformation of Fpp0, x0, η0q can be obtained by deforming the triple pp0, x0, η0q,
so any such deformation remains in the image of Vε.
Proposition 4.5. Let pX, gq be a class VII surface endowed with a Gauduchon
metric. For sufficiently small ε ą 0 the map Aε ˆ X Ñ Msising induced by Vε is
open.
Proof. Let pp0, x0q P Aε ˆX, η0 : Eppx0q Ñ C be an admissible epimorphism, and
letH be a sheaf on BˆX, flat over B (where B Ă C4 is the standard ball), with an
identification H0 “ Fpp0, x0, η0q, which is a universal deformation of Fpp0, x0, η0q
in the category of simple, torsion-free sheaves with trivial determinant and c2 “ 1.
Note that Msi is smooth of dimension 4 at rFpp0, x0, η0qs by regularity and the
Riemann-Roch theorem [To]. Put
S :“ ts P B| Hs is singularu,
let S be the restriction of H to SˆX and, for s P S, denote by Ss the restriction
of S to tsu ˆ X (which coincides with Hs). It suffices to prove that there exists
an open neighbourhood U of 0 in S, and a holomorphic map f : U Ñ Aε ˆX such
that fp0q “ pp0, x0q, and for any s P U the isomorphism type of Ss coincides with
Vεpfpsqq. By Proposition 3.9 and [HL, Lemma 9.6.1] it follows that S__ is locally
free, and for any s P S the induced morphism S tsuˆX Ñ S__ tsuˆX coincides with
the canonical embedding Ss Ñ S__s , in particular it is a monomorphism. Using the
short exact sequence
0 Ñ S ãÑ S__ Ñ S__LS Ñ 0
and a well-known flatness criterion [Mat, p. 150], we see that Q :“ S__{S is flat
over S, and, for any s P S, the sequence
0 Ñ Ss Ñ pS__qs “ S__s Ñ Qs Ñ 0
is exact. Using again Proposition 3.9 it follows that for any s P S
(1) there exists a unique point ψpsq P X such that Qs » Otψpsqu,
(2) S__ is a flat family of locally free sheaves on X with trivial determinant
and c2 “ 0.
But the map x ÞÑ Otxu defines a biholomorphism between X and the Douady
moduli space of length 1 quotient sheaves of OX . Therefore the flatness of Q over
S shows that the map ψ : S Ñ X is holomorphic. On the other hand (supposing
ε is sufficiently small) the family E is versal at p0 by Corollary 3.8; it follows that
there exists an open neighbourhood U of 0 in S, a holomorphic map ϕ : U Ñ Aε,
and an isomorphism
S__ UˆX » pϕˆ idXq˚pE q.
Therefore, with these notations, we see that for any s P S, the sheaf Ss fits in an
exact sequence
0 Ñ Ss Ñ Eϕpsq rs´´Ñ Otψpsqu Ñ 0.
Since Ss is simple, it follows easily that rs is induced by an admissible epimorphism
Eϕpsqpψpsqq Ñ C. Therefore the isomorphism type of Ss is V pϕpsq, ψpsqq.
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Proposition 4.5 can be reformulated as follows:
Corollary 4.6. In the conditions of Proposition 4.5 the following holds: For any
pair pp0, x0q P AεˆX, and for any neighbourhood N of pp0, x0q, the point Vεpp0, x0q
has a neighbourhood U such that UzVεpNq ĂMsilf .
We will need the following stronger version of this statement:
Proposition 4.7. In the conditions of Proposition 4.5 the following holds: For any
pair pp0, x0q P AεˆX, and for any neighbourhood N of pp0, x0q, the point Vεpp0, x0q
has a neighbourhood U such that UzVεpNq ĂMstlf .
For the proof we will need the following simple general results concerning filtrable
SLp2,Cq-bundles with c2 “ 1 on class VII surfaces. Let X be a class VII surface,
and put b :“ b2pXq. The intersection form qX of X is negative definite. Using the
first Donaldson theorem [D2] and the fact that c1pKXq is a characteristic element for
qX , one obtains (see [Te4], [Te5]) a basis pe1, . . . , ebq of H2pX,Zq{TorspH2pX,Zqq
such that
qXpei, ejq “ ´δij , c1pKXq ` Tors “
bÿ
i“1
ei.
Using these classes, the filtrable SLp2,Cq-bundles with c2 “ 1 on X can be easily
classified as follows.
Lemma 4.8. Let E be a filtrable SLp2,Cq-bundle with c2 “ 1 on X, and q : E ÑM
be an epimorphism on a torsion-free coherent sheaf of rank 1. Then one of the
following holds
(1) M is locally free, there exists i P t1, . . . , bu such that c1pMq`Tors P t˘eiu,
and kerpqq »M_. Therefore in this case E fits in a short exact sequence
0 ÑM_ Ñ E ÑMÑ 0.
with c1pMq ` Tors P t˘eiu.
(2) There exists a line bundle L on X with torsion Chern class, and a point
x P X such that
(a) The pair px,Lb2bKXq satisfies the Cayley-Bacharach condition: any
section of Lb2 bKX vanishes at x.
(b) M » Lb Ix, and kerpqq » L_.
Therefore in this case E fits in a short exact sequence
0 Ñ L_ Ñ E Ñ Lb Ix Ñ 0.
Recall that any filtrable locally free sheaf of rank 2 on a complex surface admits
an epimorphism onto a torsion-free coherent sheaf of rank 1, hence Lemma 4.8
classifies all filtrable SLp2,Cq-bundles with c2 “ 1 on class VII surfaces. Lemma
4.8 shows that
Lemma 4.9. Let X be a class VII surface. The set 
c1pM__q| M is a rank 1 torsion-free quotient
of an SLp2,Cq-bundle E with c2 “ 1 on X
(
is finite.
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Proof. (of Proposition 4.7) As in the proof of Proposition 4.5 let pp0, x0q P Aε ˆ
X, η0 : Eppx0q Ñ C be an admissible epimorphism, and let H be a sheaf on
B ˆ X, flat over B (where B Ă C4 is the standard ball), with an identification
H0 “ Fpp0, x0, η0q, which is a universal deformation of Fpp0, x0, η0q in the category
of simple, torsion-free sheaves with trivial determinant and c2 “ 1. Taking into
account Corollary 4.6, the conclusion of Proposition 4.7 reduces to the
Claim: For sufficiently small α ą 0 one has  trHzs| z P BαuzVεpNq( ĂMstlf .
Suppose by reductio ad absurdum that this does not hold. Then there would exist
a sequence pznqn in B such that limnÑ8 zn “ 0, and for any n P N one has
(1) rHzns R VεpNq,
(2) Hn is not stable.
By Corollary 4.6 the sheaf Hzn will be locally free for any sufficiently large n.
We may assume that this is the case for any n. Since Hzn is not stable, there exists
a line bundle Ln with degpLnq ď 0 and a non-trivial morphism un : Hzn Ñ Ln.
We may of course assume that Ln is “minimal”, i.e. it coincides with the bidual
impunq__.
By Lemma 4.10 below it follows that the sequence
`
deggpLnq
˘
n
is also bounded
from below. Using Lemma 4.9 (which applies, because Hzn are locally free) it
follows that
`rLns˘n is a sequence of a compact subset of PicpXq, hence, passing
again to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that this sequence converges
to a point rL8s P PicpXq. We will have deggpL8q ď 0, and, using Flenner’s semi-
continuity theorem (see Proposition 6.10), it follows HompH0,L8q ‰ 0. Since
H0 “ Fpp0, x0, η0q, choosing a representative l0 P p0 and using Remark 3.14,
we obtain HompLl0 ,L8q ‰ 0, or HompL_l0 ,L8q ‰ 0. But deggpL_l0 b L8q ď ε,
deggpLl0bL8q ď ε. Choosing ε ă vpgq it will follow by Remark 3.6 that L8 » Ll0 ,
or L8 » L_l0 , so in particular rL8s P PicT. But this implies that for any sufficiently
large n P N one has rLns P PicT. Since Hn is locally free, Lemma 4.8 shows that for
any (sufficiently large n) there exists xn P X such that HompHn,LnbIxnq ‰ 0. Us-
ing the compactness of X, we get a point x8 P X such that HompH0,L8bIx8q ‰ 0.
But it is easy to see that (supposing |deggpl0q| is sufficiently small) one has
HompFpp0, x0, η0q,Ll0 b Ixq “ HompFpp0, x0, η0q,L_l0 b Ixq “ 0 @x P X.
Therefore we obtained a contradiction, which completes the proof.
Lemma 4.10. Let pX, gq be a compact Gauduchon surface, M be a complex mani-
fold and E be a sheaf on M ˆX, flat over M . For any compact subset K ĂM the
set
tdeggpLq| Du P K such that HompEu,Lq ‰ 0u
is bounded from below.
Proof. Using [To, Proposition 3.1] it follows that there exists a sheaf epimorphism
q : F Ñ E , where F is a locally free sheaf on M ˆX. Therefore, for any u PM we
get an epimorphism qu : Fu Ñ Eu, where Fu is locally free. Let h be a Hermitian
metric on F , hu be the induced metric on Fu, and for any line bundle L on X,
let hL be a Hermitian-Einstein metric on L. We denote by Au, AL the Chern
connections associated with hu, hL. One has
FA_ubAL “ FA_u b idL ` idF_u b FAL “ FA_u b idL ` FAL idF_ubL
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Since K is compact, and iΛFAL “ cL, where the Einstein constant cL is propor-
tional to deggpLq, it follows that there exists dK P R such that iΛgpFA_ubALq is
negative definite for any u P K and any line bundle L with degpLq ă dK . Using a
well-known vanishing theorem [Ko], we obtain HompFu,Lq “ 0 for any u P K and
line bundle L with degpLq ă dK . It suffices to note that HompFu,Lq “ 0 implies
HompEu,Lq “ 0.
Put Vε :“ VεpAε ˆXq.
Corollary 4.11. Let pX, gq be a class VII surface endowed with a Gauduchon
metric. For sufficiently small ε ą 0 there exists a Hausdorff open neighborhood U
of Vε in Msi such that
(1) Vε is closed in U ,
(2) UzVε Ă tMstlf ureg.
Proof. Using Propositions 4.2 and 4.7, every point e P Vε has a neighbourhood Ue
in Msireg such that Vε X Ue is closed in Ue and UezVε ĂMstlf . It suffices to put
U :“
ˆ ď
ePVε
Ue
˙
XN ,
where N is a Hausdorff neighbourhood of VεpA¯ε ˆXq (see Proposition 6.11).
5. Extending the complex structure
Let pX, gq be a class VII surface endowed with a Gauduchon metric. We have
seen that, for a pair pp, xq P `PzC˘ˆX and an admissible epimorphism η : Epxq Ñ
C, the sheaf Fpp, x, ηq is not even slope semistable, because it is destabilised by
its subsheaf L_ b Ix, where l “ rLs is the unique representative of p with negative
degree. We will extend the holomorphic structure of MstpEq to its Donaldson
compactification using the gluing Lemma 6.16. The parametrisation f intervening
in this theorem will be defined on an open neighbourhood of Vε in Msi, and will
map an element rFpp, x, ηqs P Vε with |degg|ppq ą 0 to the isomorphism class of a
stable, locally free Serre extension. This isomorphism class is non-separable (in the
Hausdorff sense) from rFpp, x, ηqs in Msi.
5.1. Families of Serre extensions. The family of Serre extensions we need is
defined as follows:
Let U be an open set of X. Denote by Lε, LεU the restriction of the Poincare´
line bundle L to AεˆX, respectively AεˆU . On the product ΠUε :“ AεˆU ˆX
consider the line bundle
M :“ pA˚εXpLεq b pA˚εU pL_εU q,
Put Z :“ Aε ˆ∆UX , where ∆UX is the graph of the embedding U ãÑ X. We have
canonical isomorphisms
Ext1`IZ bM_, pU˚ pKU q bM ˘ “ Ext1`IZ , pU˚ pKU q bMb2˘ “
“ ωZ{ΠUε bOZ
`
pU˚ pKU q bMb2
˘ » OZ .
For the second isomorphism we used formula (45) proved in the appendix; for the
third isomorphism we used the obvious isomorphism M Z “ OZ , and the obvious
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identification between the normal bundle of Z and the pull-back of the tangent
bundle TU . The local-global spectral sequence gives an exact sequence
0 Ñ H1`pU˚ pKU q bMb2˘Ñ Ext1`IZ bM_, pU˚ pKU q bM ˘ aU´´Ñ
H0
`Ext1`IZ bM_, pU˚ pKU q bM ˘˘ “ H0pOZq Ñ H2`pU˚ pKU q bMb2˘ . (23)
The cohomology spaces Hk
`
pU˚ pKU q bMb2
˘
can be computed using the Leray
spectral sequence associated with the projection pAεU : Π
U
ε Ñ Aε ˆ U . Using
the projection formula and denoting by qAε : Aε ˆ U Ñ Aε, qU : Aε ˆ U Ñ U ,
piAε : Aε ˆX Ñ Aε the obvious projections, we get
RkppAεU˚q
`
pU˚ pKU q bMb2
˘ “ L_b2εU b qU˚ pKU q b qA˚ε`RkpiAε˚pL b2ε q˘ . (24)
Since H0pLb2l q “ 0 for generic l, formula (24) shows that pAεU˚
`
pU˚ pKU qbMb2
˘ “
0. Let now ε ą 0 be sufficiently small such that
(C1) H2pLb2l q “ 0 for any l P Aε (see Lemma 2.2),
(C2) H0pLb2l q “ 0 for any l P Aεzρ (see Remark 3.6).
The first condition implies R2ppAεU˚q
`
pU˚ pKU q bMb2
˘ “ 0, and the second
implies that the sheaf R1ppAεU˚q
`
pU˚ pKU qbMb2
˘
is supported on ρˆU . Therefore,
if U is Stein, one obtains Hi
`
RkppAεU˚q
`
pU˚ pKU q bMb2
˘˘ “ 0 for i ` k “ 2, so
H2
`
pU˚pKU q bMb2
˘ “ 0, implying that the morphism aU in (23) is surjective.
For any ν P a´1U p1q we obtain a short exact sequence
0 Ñ pU˚ pKU q bM Ñ S ν Ñ IZ bM_ Ñ 0
on ΠUε with locally free central term (by Serre’s Lemma, see [OSS, Lemma 5.1.2]).
The 2-bundle Sνpl,uq on X defined by the restriction of S ν to tpl, uqu ˆX fits in a
short exact sequence
0 Ñ Ll Ñ Sνpl,uq Ñ Iu b L_l Ñ 0 ,
so it is a Serre extension of Iu b L_l by Ll. On the other hand
Proposition 5.1. Let ε ą 0 be sufficiently small such that conditions (C1), (C2)
above hold. Then
(1) For every pl, xq P `Aεzρ˘ ˆ X one has dimpExt1pL_l b Ix,Llqq “ 1, and
there exists a locally free sheaf Spl, xq, unique up to isomorphism, which
fits in an exact sequence of the form
0 Ñ Ll Ñ Spl, xq Ñ L_l b Ix Ñ 0.
(2) Suppose that ε ă vpgq. Then Spl, xq is (semi)stable if and only of deggplq ă
0 (deggplq ď 0) .
Proof. (1) The first statement follows easily using the exact sequence
0 Ñ H1pLb2l q Ñ Ext1pL_l b Ix,Llq Ñ H0pExt1pL_l b Ix,Llq Ñ H2pLb2l q Ñ 0
and the conditions (C1), (C2).
(2) If deggplq ě 0 (deggplq ą 0) then Spl, xq is obviously non-stable (non semi-
stable). Conversely, suppose that deggplq ă 0 (deggplq ď 0). If L ãÑ Spl, xq is a
destabilising locally free subsheaf of rank 1 of Spl, xq, then H0pL_ b L_l b Ixq ‰ 0
and deggpLq ě 0 (respectively deggpLq ą 0). This implies that the line bundle
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L_ b L_l has a non-trivial section whose zero divisor D contains x, in particular is
non-empty. We get
volgpDq “ |deggplq| ´ deggpLq ď |deggplq|,
which contradicts the assumption ε ă vpgq (see Definition 3.5).
For l P ρ one has L_l » Ll, hence H1pLb2l q » H1pOXq » C. Therefore in this
case the situation is different:
Remark 5.2. For any line bundle L on X one has dimpExt1pLbIx,Lqq “ 2, and the
set of isomorphism classes of locally free sheaves S which fit into an exact sequence
of the form
0 Ñ LÑ S Ñ Lb Ix Ñ 0.
can be identified with the complement of a singleton in PpExt1pLb Ix,Lqq.
Corollary 5.3. Let ε be sufficiently small such that (C1), (C2) hold, and pl, xq P
pAεzρqˆX. Then Sνpl,xq » Spl, xq for any Stein open set U Q x and any ν P a´1U p1q.
5.2. The proof of Theorem 1.2. For a point p “ tl, l_u P C, we denote by ap the
gauge class of the flat SUp2q connection al ‘ al_ , where, for l P C, al stands for the
flat Up1q-connection associated with l. For p P AεzC we put Spp, xq :“ Spl, xq, where
l is the representative of p of negative degree. Let ε ą 0 be sufficiently small such
that the properties of Proposition 5.1 hold, and let U be an open neighbourhood of
Vε in Msi satisfying the properties of Corollary 4.11. Put
V0 :“ trFpEp, x, ηqs| p P C, x P X, η : Eppxq adm. epim.´´´´ ´´ ´´Ñ Cu
“ VεpCˆXq .
Recall that, by Proposition 2.6, the union M :“MASDpEqr˚egY
`R0ˆX˘ is open
in MASDpEq and is a topological 8-manifold. Define f : U ÑM by
fprFsq :“
$&% rFs if rFs P UzVε ,rSpp, xqs if rFs “ Vεpp, xq with pp, xq P VεzV0 ,pap, xq if rFs “ Vεpp, xq with pp, xq P V0 . (25)
In the first two lines of the above formula we have used the Kobayashi-Hitchin
identification MASDa pEq˚ »MstpEq “Mstlf .
Proposition 5.4. Let pX, gq be a class VII surface endowed with a Gauduchon
metric. If ε and U are sufficiently small, the following holds:
(1) f is injective.
(2) f´1pMstpEqregq “ UzV0, and the map UzV0 ÑMstpEqreg induced by f is
holomorphic.
(3) f is continuous.
Proof. (1) We prove that (assuming ε and U sufficiently small) f is injective. The
restrictions f UzVε , f Vε are obviously injective, so it suffices to prove that one has
im
`
f UzVεq X im
`
f Vε
˘ “ H. Since fpUzVεq Ă U it suffices to prove that (assuming
ε and U sufficiently small) one has
U X fpVεq “ H . (26)
The set
Y :“ tpl, rFsq P PicT ˆ U | H0pLl b Fq ‰ 0u
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is closed in PicT ˆ U by Grauert’s semicontinuity theorem. Let PicTr0,εs Ă PicT
be the union of compact annuli defined by the condition 0 ď deggplq ď ε. The
projection
Z :“ pU
`
Y X pPicTr0,εs ˆ Uq
˘
is a compact subset of U which is disjoint from Vε, because (for sufficiently small
ε ą 0) one has
H0pLl b FpEp, x, ηqq “ 0
for any pl, pq P PicTr0,εsˆAε and any admissible epimorphism η : Eppxq Ñ C. On the
other hand one has obviously fpVεq Ă Z, hence, replacing U by UzZ if necessary,
formula p26q will hold.
(2) The equality f´1pMstpEqregq “ UzV0 is obvious taking into account the defini-
tion of f and the way in which ε and U have been chosen. We prove that the map
UzV0 ÑMstpEqreg induced by f is holomorphic. The holomorphy on UzVε is obvi-
ous. It remains to show that f is holomorphic at any point rFpp0, x0, η0qs P VεzV0.
Using Proposition 4.2 (2) we can find an open neighbourhood N of pp0, x0q in
pAεzCq ˆX and an open embedding θ : N ˆD Ñ U such that θpp, x, 0q “ Vεpp, xq
for any pp, xq P N , where D is the unit disk. It suffices to prove that f ˝ θ is
holomorphic on N ˆD or, equivalently, that f ˝ θ is separately holomorphic.
The holomorphy in the N direction is obvious. For the holomorphy in the D-
direction we proceed as follows. Fix pp, xq P N . The map θpp, x, ¨q : D Ñ U is
defined by a sheaf F on D ˆX, flat over D with an identification F0 “ Fpp, x, ηq.
Let l be the representative of p of negative degree, and
rl,x,η : Fpp, x, ηq “ F0 Ñ Ll
the corresponding destabilising epimorphism. The elementary transformation of
the pair pF , rl,x,ηq is a sheaf F 1 on DˆX, flat over D, with F 1z “ Fz for z ‰ 0 and
whose restriction to t0u ˆX fits into a short exact sequence
0 Ñ Ll Ñ F 10 Ñ L_l b Ix Ñ 0.
(see Section 6.1.2). Using Corollary 6.7 it follows that the extension class associated
to this exact sequence is non-trivial, hence F 10 » Spp, xq. On the other hand, since
F 1 is flat over D, this proves that pf ˝ θqpp, x, ¨q : D Ñ U is holomorphic on D.
(3) Using (2) it follows that f is continuous on UzV0. The critical continuity at the
points of V0 follows using the continuity theorem [BTT] as follows. Let prFnsqn be
a sequence in U with limnÑ8rFns “ rF8s “ Vεpp8, xq P V0. We have to prove that
lim
nÑ8 fprFnsq “ prap8s, xq. (27)
Using a standard argument, we can reduce the problem to three separate cases:
1. prFnsqn is a sequence of V0.
2. prFnsqn is a sequence of VεzV0.
3. prFnsqn is a sequence of UzVε.
In first case the claim (27) follows easily using the fact the map Vε is homeo-
morphism on its image (see Proposition 4.2). In the second case one applies the
continuity theorem to a family of Serre extensions S ν associated with a Stein open
set U Q x and a lift ν P a´1U p1q (see Section 5.1). In the third case one applies the
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continuity theorem [BTT] to a versal deformation of the simple, torsion-free sheaf
Fpp8, x, ηq, where η : Ep8 Ñ C is an admissible epimorphism.
Theorem 1.2 stated in Section 1.2 follows now directly from the gluing Lemma
6.16.
5.3. The proof of Theorem 1.3. Let X be a complex surface, E be a holomorphic
bundle on X, pi : PpEq Ñ X be the projectivisation of E , L Ă pi˚pEq be the
tautological line bundle on PpEq, and M the quotient pi˚pEq{L. On the product
PpEq ˆX consider the bundles
E :“ p2˚ pEq , L :“ p1˚ pLq , M :“ p1˚ pMq .
Let Z Ă PpEq ˆX be the graph of pi, and note that, via the obvious isomorphism
Z » PpEq the restrictions E Z , L Z , M Z are identified with pi˚pEq, L and M
respectively. Therefore one obtains a short exact sequence
0 Ñ L Z uÑ´ E Z µÑ´ M Z Ñ 0 .
Let µ˜ be the composition E Ñ E Z µÑ´ M Z , and put F :“ kerpµ˜q. For a point
x P X and a line y P PpEpxqq put qy :“ Epxq{y, and let ηy : Epxq Ñ qy be the
canonical epimorphism. The sheaf Fy on X given by the restriction F tyuˆX fits
into the exact sequence
0 Ñ Fy ãÑ E η˜y´´Ñ qy bOtxu Ñ 0 , (28)
where η˜y is induced by ηy. As in the proof of Proposition 4.2 we obtain for any
y P PpEq a canonical exact sequence
0 Ñ HompFy,Fyq Ñ HompE , Eq ψy´´Ñ py_ b qyq bOtxu Ñ 0 . (29)
Lemma 5.5. For any x P X and y P PpEpxqq one has
(1) ExtkpFy,Fyq “ 0 @k ě 2 .
(2) A canonical isomorphism Ext1pFy,Fyq δy´´Ñ Ext2pqy bOtxu,Fyq .
(3) Canonical isomorphisms
H2pEndpFyqq »´Ñ H2pEndpEqq , H2pEnd0pFyqq »´Ñ H2pEnd0pEqq .
(4) A canonical short exact sequence
0 Ñ T pxq Ñ H0pExt1pFy,Fyqq hÑ´ Ω2pxq_ b q_y b y Ñ 0 . (30)
Proof. The first claim follows as in the proof of Proposition 4.2; (2) follows directly
from (28) taking into account that E is locally free, and (3) follows from (29) taking
into account that HkpOtxuq “ 0 for k ą 0. For (4) use (2), the exact sequence
0 Ñ Ext1pqy bOtxu, qy bOtxuq Ñ Ext2pqy bOtxu,Fyq Ñ Ext2pqy bOtxu, Eq aÑ´
Ñ Ext2pqy bOtxu, qy bOtxuq Ñ 0 ,
and the canonical isomorphisms (see Section 6.3):
Ext1pqy bOtxu, qy bOtxuq “ Ext1pOtxu,Otxuq “ HompIx,Otxuq “ T pxq ,
Ext2pqy bOtxu, Eqq “ Ext1pIx, q_y b Eq “ Ω2pxq_ b q_y b Epxq ,
Ext2pqy bOtxu, qy bOtxuq “ Ext1pIx,Otxuq “ Ω2pxq_.
The morphism Ω2pxq_ b q_y b E Ñ Ω2pxq_ which corresponds to a via the latter
identifications is idΩ2pxq_ b idq_y b ηy, so kerpaq “ Ω2pxq_ b q_y b y.
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Lemma 5.6. If E is simple, then for any y P PpEq the sheaf Fy is simple, and one
has a canonical short exact sequence
0 Ñ y_ b qy Ñ H1pHom0pFy,Fyqq Ñ H1pHom0pE , Eqq Ñ 0 .
If H2pEnd0pEqq “ 0, then H2pEnd0pFqq “ 0, and the local-global spectral se-
quence yields a canonical short exact sequence
0 Ñ H1pHom0pFy,Fyqq Ñ Ext10pFy,Fyq m´´Ñ H0pExt1pFy,Fyqq Ñ 0 . (31)
Suppose now that E is simple and HipEnd0pEqq “ 0 for i P t1, 2u. Combining
(31), (30) with Lemma 5.6, and putting Θy :“ m´1pT pxqq, we obtain two short
exact sequences
0 Ñ Θy ãÑ Ext10pFy,Fyq h˝m´´ Ñ´ Ω2pxq_ b q_y b y Ñ 0 ,
0 Ñ y_ b qy Ñ Θy
m Θy´´ ´´ Ñ T pxq Ñ 0 .
(32)
The sheafF is flat over PpEq, so it defines a holomorphic map ΦF : PpEq ÑMsi.
Denote by T VPpEq the vertical tangent subbundle of the tangent bundle TPpEq. It is
easy to see that
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that E is simple and HipEnd0pEqq “ 0 for i P t1, 2u. Then
ΦF takes values in Msireg, and for any y P PpEq the differential ΦF˚y : TPpEqpyq Ñ
Ext10pFy,Fyq at y has the following properties:
(1) It maps isomorphically TPpEqpyq on Θy.
(2) It maps y_ b qy isomorphically onto the vertical tangent line T VPpEqpyq, and
induces the canonical isomorphism y_ b qy »´Ñ TypPpEpxqq.
This shows that
Proposition 5.8. Suppose that E is simple and HipEnd0pEqq “ 0 for i P t1, 2u. The
map ΦF : PpEq ÑMsi is a codimension one holomorphic embedding whose normal
line bundle N is isomorphic to pi˚pK_Xq bM_ bL “ pi˚pK_X b detpEq_q bOEp´2q.
We can now prove Theorem 1.3 stated in Section 1.2:
Proof. (of Theorem 1.3) Let E be the holomorphic SLp2,Cq-bundle associated with
the irreducible, flat SUp2q-connection A. Identify PpEq with its image in Msi via
ΦF . Using the same methods as in the proof of Proposition 4.7 and Corollary 4.11,
we obtain an open, Hausdorff neighbourhood U of PpEq in Msireg such that UzPpEq Ă
pMstlf qreg. The continuity theorem [BTT] for flat families gives a continuous map
τ : U Ñ MASDpEq which agrees with the Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence on
UzPpEq and with pi on PpEq. Choose U Ť U such that U is a compact tubular
neighbourhood of PpEq in U with smooth boundary B. By Proposition 2.8 we may
identify an open neighbourhood of trAsu ˆX with the cone bundle CεX . Using the
continuity of τ we may suppose (taking U sufficiently small) that τpUq Ă CεX . By
Lemma 5.9 proved below (which is a special case of [To, Lemma 4.4], the image
W :“ τpUq is open in CεX . Since τpUq is compact, it is closed, so the obvious
inclusion τpUq Ă τpUq “W is an equality.
By Proposition 5.8 the pair pU, pi : PpEq Ñ Xq satisfies the hypothesis of [Fuj,
Theorem 21], so there exists a normal complex space V with an embedding X ãÑ V,
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and a modification c : U Ñ V, such that the pair pV, cq is the blowing down of U
along pi. Moreover, by [Tom, Theorem 3.7] it follows that c coincides with the
monoidal transformation of V with centre cpPpEqq “ X.
Put V :“ cpUq. Since τ is constant on the fibres of c, it induces a continuous map
V “ cpUq ÑW, which is obviously bijective. But V is compact and W is Hausdorff,
so this map is a homeomorphism. Endowing W, which is an open neighbourhood of
trAsu ˆX in MASDpEq, with the complex space structure induced from V via the
homeomorphism V Ñ W, we obtain the desired normal complex space structure
around trAsu ˆX, and this structure obviously extends the natural complex space
structure of MASDpEq˚.
The identification between the normal cone of X in V and the cone of degenerate
elements in K_XbS2pEq follows from the isomorphism N » pi˚pK_XqbOEp´2q given
by Proposition 5.8 using [Ful, Section B.6].
The following result used in the proof is a special case of [To, Lemma 4.4]. We
give a short proof for completeness.
Lemma 5.9. With the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 1.3, the set
W :“ τpUq is open in CεX .
Proof. The set WzX “ τpUzpPpEq YBqq is obviously contained in CεXzpX Y τpBqq.
Since the restriction of τ to UzPpEq is an open embedding, WzX is open in the
complement CεXzpX Y τpBqq; it also closed in this complement, because it can be
written as τpUqX`CεXzpXYτpBqq˘, and τpUq is compact. Since WzX is connected,
it follows that it coincides with a connected component of CεXzpX Y τpBqq.
Let η P p0, εq be such that CηX X τpBq “ H. The set CηXzX is contained in
CεXzpX Y τpBqq, is connected, and intersects WzX, so it is contained in this con-
nected component of CεXzpX Y τpBqq. Therefore CηX ĂW, so W contains a neigh-
bourhood of X in CεX . Recalling that τ is an open embedding on UzPpEq, it follows
that W is open.
6. Appendix
6.1. Elementary transformations of sheaves and sheaf deformations.
6.1.1. Elementary transformations of coherent sheaves. Let Y be a complex mani-
fold, and ξ : X ãÑ Y be the embedding map of an effective divisor X of Y . For a
coherent sheaf S on Y we denote by S X the restriction ξ˚pSq, which is a coherent
sheaf on X, and by SX the sheaf ξ˚ξ˚pSq “ S{IXS, which is a torsion coherent
sheaf on Y .
Let p : F Ñ H be an epimorphism of coherent sheaves on Y , where H has the
property
IXH “ 0 ,
i.e. H is isomorphic to the direct image of a coherent sheaf on X. Let pX : FX Ñ H
be the morphism induced by p, and put
F 1 :“ kerppq , H1 :“ kerppXq .
The exact sequence
0 Ñ F 1 ãÑ F pÑ´ HÑ 0
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gives an exact sequence
F 1X Ñ FX pX´´Ñ HÑ 0 , (33)
which proves that the image of F 1X in FX is H1. Thus F 1 comes with an epimor-
phism p1 : F 1 Ñ H1, where H1 again has the property IXH1 “ 0 .
Definition 6.1. Let p : F Ñ H be an epimorphism of coherent sheaves on Y
where IXH “ 0. The elementary transformation of the pair pF , pq is the pair
pF 1, p1q, where F 1 :“ kerppq, H1 “ kerppXq and p1 is induced by the composition
F 1 Ñ F 1X Ñ FX (whose image is H1) .
Note that
H2 :“ kerpp1X : F 1X Ñ H1Xq “ kerpF 1X Ñ FXq “ IXF
L
IXF 1 . (34)
Denoting by pF2, p2q the elementary transformation of pF 1, p1q one has
F2 “ kerpp1q “ kerpF 1 Ñ F 1X Ñ FXq “ kerpF 1 ãÑ F Ñ FXq “ F 1XpIXFq “ IXF ,
where for the last equality we have used the obvious inclusion IXF Ă F 1. The
epimorphism p2 : F2 Ñ H2 is just the canonical epimorphism IXF Ñ IXF{IXF 1.
Using our assumption that X is a divisor in Y we obtain:
Remark 6.2. Regarding 0 Ñ Op´Xq Ñ O Ñ OX Ñ 0 as a resolution of OX by
locally free OY -modules, we get for any coherent sheaf A on Y
T or1pA,OXq “ kerpAp´Xq Ñ Aq , T orkpA,OXq “ 0 for k ě 2 .
Therefore the kernel of the canonical epimorphism Ap´Xq Ñ IXA is T or1pA,OXq .
The exact sequence (33) can be continued to the left as follows
0 Ñ T or1pF 1,OXq Ñ T or1pF ,OXq Ñ Hp´Xq Ñ F 1X Ñ FX pX´´Ñ HÑ 0 .
We thus obtain
Proposition 6.3. With the notations and the assumptions above, suppose that
T or1pF ,OXq “ 0, and let pF 1, p1q be the elementary transformation of pF , pq .
Then
(1) T or1pF 1,OXq “ 0 ,
(2) One has a short exact sequence
0 Ñ Hp´Xq ρÑ´ F 1X p
1
X´´Ñ H1 Ñ 0 , (35)
where ρ identifies Hp´Xq with kerpp1Xq “ IXF{IXF 1 via the identifications
IXF “ Fp´Xq, IXF 1 “ F 1p´Xq, F{F 1 “ H.
(3) The second elementary transformation pF2, p2 : F2 Ñ H2q can be identified
with the pair pFp´Xq, pb id : Fp´Xq Ñ Hp´Xqq .
Supposing again T or1pF ,OXq “ 0, the short exact sequence of O2X -modules
0 Ñ OXp´Xq ιX´´Ñ O2X piX´´ Ñ OX Ñ 0 (36)
associated with the decomposition 2X “ X `X gives a short exact sequence
0 Ñ FXp´Xq ι
F
X´´Ñ F2X pi
F
X´´ Ñ FX Ñ 0 (37)
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of O2X -modules. Let εXpFq P Ext1O2X pFX ,FXp´Xqq be the extension class of
(37), and let εXpF , pq P Ext1OX pH1,Hp´Xqq be the extension class of (35). The
two extensions can be compared using the morphisms
j : H1 ãÑ FX , pX b id : FXp´Xq Ñ Hp´Xq .
Recall that the functors Ext are contravariant with respect to the first, and co-
variant with respect to the second argument. For an element u P ExtApM,Nq and
morphisms µ : M 1 ÑM , ν : N Ñ N 1 we denote by νuµ the corresponding element
of ExtApM 1, N 1q .
Theorem 6.4. Let p : F Ñ H be an epimorphism of coherent sheaves on Y where
IXH “ 0, and T or1pF ,OXq “ 0. With the notations above we have
ApiX pεXpF , pqq “ ppX b idqpεXpFqqj , (38)
where CohpXq ˆ CohpXq “ CohpXq ˆ CohpXq
ApiX -
VectC
Ext1OX
?
VectC
Ext1O2X
?
is the natural transformation induced by the epimorphism piX : O2X Ñ OX .
Proof. Put r :“ ιFX , q :“ piFX to simplify the notation. Taking into account that j is
a monomorphism, and pX b id is an epimorphism, it follows that ppX b idqpεpFqqj
is the isomorphism class of the extension corresponding to the upper line in the
diagram
0 0
0 - Hp´Xq
6
r¯- q´1pH1qL
rpkerppX b idqq
q¯ - H1
?
- 0
0 - FXp´Xq
pX b id66
r - F2X q - FX
j
?
X
- 0
F 1Xp´Xq
iX b id6
H
pX
?
0
?
,
where the morphisms r¯, q¯ are induced by r and q respectively. The morphism
iX : F 1X Ñ FX is induced by the inclusion i : F 1 ãÑ F . The right-hand vertical
exact sequence in the diagram and the exact sequence
F 12X Ñ F2X pX˝q´´´´Ñ HÑ 0
show that
q´1pH1q “ kerppX ˝ qq “ F
1L
I2XF . (39)
On the other hand, the definition of r and the left-hand vertical exact sequence
give
rpFXp´Xqq “ IXF
L
I2XF , rpkerppXbidqq “ r
`
impiXbidq
˘ “ IXF 1LI2XF . (40)
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Using (39), (40) we get an obvious isomorphism of O2X -modules.
q´1pH1qL
rpkerppX b idqq
»´Ñ F 1X .
It is easy to check that ρ, p1X correspond to r¯, q¯ via this isomorphism.
Denote by o the double origin in C, regarded as a non-reduced complex space.
Remark 6.5. The extension (36) has a right splitting which is multiplicative (makes
OX a sheaf of OX -algebras) if and only if the embedding X ãÑX of X in its second
order infinitesimal neighbourhood X has a left inverse. Equivalently, this means
that X has the structure of an o-fibre bundle over X such that X ãÑX becomes a
section in this bundle.
Corollary 6.6. Let p : F Ñ H be an epimorphism of coherent sheaves on Y where
IXH “ 0, and T or1pF ,OXq “ 0. Let σ : OX Ñ O2X be a multiplicative right
splitting of (36), and εσXpFq P Ext1OX pFX ,FXp´Xqq be the extension class of (36),
regarded as an extension of OX-modules via σ. Then
εXpF , pq “ ppX b idqpεσXpFqqj . (41)
Proof. We apply the natural transformation Aσ in (38) taking into account that
Aσ ˝ ApiX “ id, εσXpFq “ AσpεXpFqq, and that pX b id, j are morphisms of OX -
modules.
6.1.2. Elementary transformations of sheaf deformations. Suppose now that Y “
D ˆ X, where X is a compact complex manifold, and D Ă C is the standard
disk. We will identify X with the fibre X0 “ t0u ˆ X over the origin 0 P D.
Let V be a coherent sheaf on X, and F be a coherent sheaf on Y , flat over D,
endowed with a fixed isomorphism F X “ V. In other words F is a deformation of
V parameterised by D. The corresponding infinitesimal deformation is an element
 B
Bz
pFq P Ext1pV,Vq . On X we fix a short exact sequence
0 Ñ T 1 j0´´Ñ V p0´´Ñ T Ñ 0
where T 1 :“ kerpp0q and j0 : T 1 ãÑ V is the inclusion morphism. We denote by T Y ,
T 1Y the direct images of T , T to Y , and by p : F Ñ T Y the epimorphism induced
by p0. Taking into account that in this special situation OXp´Xq is trivial on X,
Proposition 6.3 shows that the elementary transformation of the pair pF , pq gives
a subsheaf F 1 Ă F , which comes with a short exact sequence
0 Ñ T Y Ñ F 1X Ñ T 1Y Ñ 0 .
Restricting to X we obtain a short exact sequence
0 Ñ T j
1
0´´Ñ V 1 p
1
0´´Ñ T 1 Ñ 0 ,
whose extension class is an element εpF , p0q P Ext1pT 1, T q. The following result
shows that the extension class εpF , p0q can be computed explicitly in terms of the
infinitesimal deformation  B
Bz
pFq . Put D˚ :“ Dzt0u.
Corollary 6.7. With the notations and under the assumptions above one has
(1) The elementary transformation F 1 :“ kerppq is flat over D, hence it is a
deformation of V 1 parameterised by D, which coincides with F on D˚ˆX.
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(2)
εpF , p0q “ p0p BBz pFqqj0 . (42)
Proof. For (1) note that the stalks OD,z are principal ideal domains, hence flatness
over D is equivalent to torsion-freeness as sheaf of OD-modules. It suffices to note
that F 1 is a subsheaf of F .
(2) follows directly from Corollary 6.6, taking into account that, by definition,
 B
Bz
pFq is just the isomorphism class of the canonical extension
0 Ñ FXp´Xq “ FX Ñ F2X Ñ FX Ñ 0 ,
where F2X is regarded as a sheaf of OX -modules via the obvious multiplicative
splitting σ : OX Ñ O2X induced by the composition 2X Ă Y “ D ˆX Ñ X .
6.2. The push-forward of a family under a branched double cover. Let
pi : B Ñ B be a branched double covering of Riemann surfaces, b P B be a
ramification point, b “ pipbq be the corresponding branch point. Let z, z be local
coordinates of B, B around b, b such that zpbq “ zpbq “ 0, z ˝ pi “ z2 and let
v P TbpBq, v P TbpBq be tangent vectors such that dzpvq “ dzpvq “ 1.
Proposition 6.8. Let X be a compact complex manifold, V be a sheaf on B ˆX,
flat over B, and put E :“ ppi ˆ idXq˚pV q. Let vpV q P Ext1pVb,Vbq, vpE q P
Ext1pEb, Ebq be the infinitesimal deformations of Vb :“ VtbuˆX , Eb :“ EtbuˆX (re-
garded as sheaves on X) corresponding to pv,V q, pv,E q respectively. Then
(1) Eb fits in an exact sequence
0 Ñ Vb Jz´´Ñ Eb RÑ´ Vb Ñ 0
whose extension class is vpV q.
(2) One has vpV q “ R
`
vpE q
˘
Jz.
Proof. (1) Denote by b Ă B, X Ă BˆX the non-reduced complex subspaces asso-
ciated with the effective divisors 2tbu, 2ptbu ˆXq respectively. One has obviously
X “ b ˆX “ ppi ˆ idXq´1ptbu ˆXq .
Identify X with the divisor tbu ˆX of B ˆX to save on notations. Multiplication
with z defines a sheaf monomorphism jz : OX Ñ OX , and a short exact sequence
0 Ñ OX jz´´Ñ OX rÑ´ OX Ñ 0
on B ˆX. Taking tensor product with V and taking into account the flatness of
V over B, we get a short exact sequence
0 Ñ VX Jz´´Ñ VX RÑ´ VX Ñ 0 . (43)
By definition, vpV q is the extension class of (43) when VX is regarded as an OX -
module via the projection Q : X “ b ˆX Ñ X.
On the other hand, since piˆ idX is a finite map, ppiˆ idXq˚pV q commutes with
base change, hence
Eb “
 ppi ˆ idXq˚pV q(tbuˆX “ Q˚pVX q .
It suffices to note that the sheaf Q˚pVX q coincides with VX itself regarded as an
OX -module, via the ring sheaf morphism OX Ñ OX induced by Q .
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(2) Denote by X the complex subspace of B ˆ X corresponding to the effective
divisor 4X. The infinitesimal deformation vpE q is the extension class of the lower
line in the diagram below, where VX , VX are regarded as OX -modules via the ob-
vious projections X Ñ X, X Ñ X. As in the proof of Theorem 6.4 we see that
R
`
vpE q
˘
Jz P Ext1pVb,Vbq is the extension class of the upper line in the diagram
below, where J¯z2 , R¯ are induced by Jz2 , R respectively. On the other hand one
has
R´1pJzpVX qqL
Jz2pkerpRqq “
IXVXLI3XVX “ IXV LI3XV .
Using again the flatness of V over B it follows that the morphism
Fz : VX “ V
L
I2XV Ñ
IXV LI3XV “ R´1pJzpVX qqLJz2pkerpRqq
given by multiplication with z is an isomorphism. It suffices to note that the upper
triangles are commutative.
0 VX 0
0 - VX
6
J¯z2
-
Jz
-
R´1pJzpVX qqL
Jz2pkerpRqq
Fz »?
R¯
- VX
?
- 0
R
-
0 - VX
R
6
Jz2 - VX
R - VX
Jz
?
- 0
VX
Jz
6
VX
R
?
0
6
0
?
.
6.3. Extensions and families of ideal sheaves. Let A be a commutative ring,
and M , N be A-modules. A free resolution
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ F2 δ2´´Ñ F1 δ1´´Ñ F0 qÑ´ N Ñ 0
of N gives an isomorphism
Ext1pN,Mq » kerpHompF1,Mq Ñ HompF2,MqqLimpHompF0,Mq Ñ HompF1,Mqq.
Let
0 ÑM aÑ´ E bÑ´ N Ñ 0
be an extension of N by M . The element
εpa, bq P kerpHompF1,Mq Ñ HompF2,MqqLimpHompF0,Mq Ñ HompF1,Mqq
corresponding to the extension pa, bq is given by the formula
εpa, bq “ ra´1 ˝ p1 ˝ s ˝ δ1s, (44)
where s : F0 Ñ E ˆN F0 is a right splitting of the pull-back extension
0 ÑM pa,0q´´ Ñ´ E ˆN F0 p2´´Ñ F0 Ñ 0 .
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Let X be a complex manifold, S Ă X be a codimension 2 locally complete
intersection, and IS be the ideal sheaf of S. Fix x P S and a system pξ1, ξ2q P O‘2x
of local equations of S. The Koszul resolution of IS,x associated with pξ0, ξ1q reads
0 Ñ Ox δ1´´Ñ O‘2x qÑ´ IS,x Ñ 0 , pKξ1,ξ2q
where the morphisms δ1, q are defined by
δ1pϕq “ p´ξ2ϕ, ξ1ϕq , qpϕ1, ϕ2q “ ξ1ϕ1 ` ξ2ϕ2 .
Using this resolution we get, for any coherent sheaf M on X, an isomorphism
aMξ1,ξ2 : Ext1OxpIS,x,Mxq ÑMx{ISMx “MS,x .
The isomorphisms aMξ1,ξ2 associated with local equation systems pξ1, ξ2q give a
canonical, global identification [Ha, Proposition 7.2, p. 179]
aMS : Ext1OX pIS ,Mq »´Ñ ωS{X bOX M “ HomOS p
Ź2pIS{I2Sq,MSq
xaMS pεq, dξ1 ^ dξ2y “ aMξ1,ξ2 ,
(45)
where ωS{X :“ HomOS p
Ź
2pIS{I2Sq,OSq [Ha, p. 141].
Let now
0 ÑM aÑ´ E bÑ´ IS Ñ 0
be an extension of M by IS , εpa, bq P Ext1pIS ,Mq be the corresponding extension
class, and ε˜pa, bq P H0pExt1pIS ,Mqq “ H0pωS{X bOX Mq be its image via the
canonical morphism. Formula (44) gives for a local equation system pξ1, ξ2q of S at
x P X:
xε˜pa, bq, dξ1 ^ dξ2y “ a´1x p´ξ2η1 ` ξ1η2q ` IS,xMx , (46)
where η1, η2 P Ex are lifts of ξ1, ξ2 via b.
Proposition 6.9. Let X be a complex surface, T be its tangent sheaf, and x0 P X.
Then
(1) One has natural isomorphisms
Ext1OX pIx0 , Ix0q »´Ñ T
L
Ix0T , H
0
`Ext1OX pIx0 , Ix0q˘ “ T px0q . (47)
(2) Let D Ă C be the standard disk, ϕ : D Ñ X be a holomorphic map with
ϕp0q “ x0, and Φ Ă D ˆX be its graph. Then
(a) IΦ is flat over D,
(b) The image ˜ B
Bz p0qpIΦq of  BBz p0qpIΦq P Ext
1pIx0 , Ix0q via the canonical
map Ext1pIx0 , Ix0q Ñ H0
`Ext1OX pIx0 , Ix0q˘ is given by
˜ B
Bz p0qpIΦq “ ϕ1p0q . (48)
Proof. (1) Using (45) we get a canonical isomorphism
Ext1pIx0 , Ix0q Ñ Ω2px0q_ bOX Ix0 “ Ω2px0q_ bOX pIx0{I2x0q
“ Ω2px0q_ b Ω1px0q » T px0q ,
where the isomorphism T px0q Ñ Hom
`
Ω2px0q,Ω1px0q
˘
is given by
xv, α1 ^ α2y “ α1pvqα2 ´ α2pvqα1 .
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(2) Assertion (a) is clear. Identify X with the divisor t0uˆX of DˆX and denote
by X the non-reduced complex subspace corresponding to the effective divisor 2X.
The infinitesimal deformation  :“  B
Bz p0qpIΦq is the extension class of the extension
0 Ñ tIΦuX aÑ´ tIΦuX bÑ´ tIΦuX Ñ 0 ,
where tIΦuX is regarded as an OX -module via the obvious morphism OX Ñ OX .
Let pζ1, ζ2q be a chart of X around x0 with ζipx0q “ 0. Put ϕipzq “ ζipϕpzqq.
Putting ηipz, xq “ ζipxq´ϕipzq, the pair pη1, η2q is a system of local equations of Φ
around p0, x0q, and the corresponding elements η¯i P tIΦuX,p0,x0q are lifts of ζi via
b. Putting ψi :“ 1zϕi and using (46) we get
x˜ B
Bz p0qpIΦq, dζ1 ^ dζ2y “ a´1
`´ ζ2η¯1 ` ζ1η¯2˘` I2x0 “ 1z `´ ζ2η1 ` ζ1η2˘` I2x0
“ ζ2ψ1 ´ ζ1ψ2 ` I2x0 “ dζ1pϕ1p0qqdζ2 ´ dζ2pϕ1p0qqdζ1 “ xϕ1p0q, dζ1 ^ dζ2y .
6.4. Compact subsets of the moduli space of simple sheaves. Let f : X Ñ S
be a proper morphism of complex spaces, and A, B be coherent sheaves on X such
that A is flat over S. We denote by AnS the category of complex spaces over S,
and by H :“ HompA,Bq the functor AnS Ñ sets given by
HpT q :“ HomXT pAT ,BT q ,
where XT :“ T ˆS X , and AT , BT are the inverse image of A, B via the projec-
tion XT Ñ X . A fundamental result of Flenner [Fl, Section 3.2] states that H is
represented by a linear space over S. In other words, there exists a coherent sheaf
H on S and, for any complex space T Ñ S over S, a functorial bijection between
HomXT pAT ,BT q and the set of holomorphic maps T Ñ VpHq over S, where VpHq
denotes the linear space associated with H [Fi, Section 1.6]. Using this result and
the isomorphisms VpHqs » Hpsq_ [Fi, Section 1.8], one obtains
ts P S| HompAs,Bsq ‰ 0u “ supppVpHqq “ supppHq , (49)
where As, Bs denote the restrictions of A, B to the fibre Xs :“ f´1psq. This proves
the following semi-continuity result:
Proposition 6.10. [Fl] The set ts P S| HompAs,Bsq ‰ 0u is Zariski closed in S.
Note that this statement is not a consequence of Grauert’s semi-continuity the-
orem. Let X be a compact complex space, and Msi be the moduli space of simple
sheaves on X. Recall that Msi is a (possibly non-Hausdorff) complex space. For
the following corollary see also [KO]:
Corollary 6.11. Let prF1s, rF2sq PMsi ˆMsi be a non-separable pair. Then
HompF1,F2q ‰ 0, HompF2,F1q ‰ 0 .
Proof. For i P t1, 2u let pUi, piq be pointed Hausdorff complex spaces and Fi be a
sheaf on Ui ˆ X, flat over Ui, such that Fi tpiuˆX » Fi and the map Ui Ñ Msi
induced by Fi is an open embedding. Taking pull-backs we obtain sheaves Ai
over pU1 ˆ U2q ˆ X which are flat over U1 ˆ U2. Since prF1s, rF2sq is a non-
separable pair, for any open neighbourhood W of pp1, p2q in U1 ˆ U2, there exists
pu1, u2q PW such that F1 tu1uˆX » F2 tu2uˆX (regarded as sheaves on X). Since
Ai tpu1,u2quˆX “ Fi tuiuˆX , the claim follows now from Proposition 6.10.
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Proposition 6.12. Let N Ă Msi be a compact, locally closed subset, such that
for any pair prF1s, rF2sq P N ˆN with rF1s ‰ rF2s one has HompF1,F2q “ 0, or
HompF2,F1q “ 0. Then N has an open Hausdorff neighbourhood.
This follows from Corollary 6.11 and Proposition 6.15 explained below, which is a
general existence criterion for Hausdorff open neighbourhoods of compact subspaces
in locally compact spaces. Let X be a topological space. A subset A Ă X will be
called separated in X if any two distinct points of A can be separated by disjoint
neighbourhoods in X. For a point x P X we will denote by Vx the set of open
neighbourhoods of x, and we put
Mx :“ ty P X| @U P Vx @V P Vy, U X V ‰ Huztxu ,
and, for a set L Ă X, we put ML :“ ŤxPLMx. We adopt Bourbaki’s definition of
compactness, so compactness requires separateness.
Lemma 6.13. Let X be locally Hausdorff topological space, and L Ă X be a com-
pact subspace, which is separated in X. Then
(1) LX M¯L “ H .
(2) ML is closed in X.
Proof. (1) Let y P L and V be a separated open neighbourhood of y in X. Since
L is separated in X, the point y can be separated in X from any point of LzV .
Using the compactness of LzV , it follows that there exist open neighbourhoods W
of y and U of LzV with W X U “ H. We may assume W Ă V . If, by reductio
ad absurdum, y belonged to M¯L, there would exist x P L such that W XMx ‰ H.
The point x cannot belong to V , because V is separated and W Ă V ; it cannot
belong to LzV either, because in this case, for any point z PW the pair pz, xq will
be separated by the pair of open sets pW,Uq .
(2) Suppose, by reductio ad absurdum, that there exists y P M¯LzML. Using (1) we
obtain y R LYML, so for every x P L there exists Vx P Vx and V xy P Vy such that
VxXV xy “ H. Let tx1, . . . , xku be a finite subset of L such that L Ă
Ťk
i“1 Vxi , and
put Vy :“ Şki“1 V xiy . Thus Vxi X Vy “ H for 1 ď i ď k. Since y P M¯L, there exists
x P L and p P Vy XMx. Choosing i P t1, . . . , ku such that x P Vxi , we see that the
pair px, pq is separated in X by the pair of open sets pVxi , Vyq, which contradicts
p PMx .
Lemma 6.13 shows that
Corollary 6.14. In the conditions of Lemma 6.13, the set SL :“ XzML is an open
neighbourhood of L, and any pair px, yq P Lˆ SL with x ‰ y can be separated in X
by open sets.
With this preparation we can prove
Proposition 6.15. Let X be a topological space with the property that any point
has a fundamental system of compact neighbourhoods. Let L Ă X be a compact
subspace, which is separated in X. Then L admits a Hausdorff open neighbourhood
in X.
Proof. For each x P L let Cx be a compact (hence Hausdorff) neighbourhood of x,
and Kx be a compact neighbourhood of x which is contained in SLXC˚x. Note that,
for every x P L, the union LYKx is compact and separated in X, so Corollary 6.14
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applies to this set. Let tx1, . . . , xku be a finite subset of L such that L Ă Ťki“1 K˚xi .
The set
V :“ ` kď
i“1
K˚xi
˘č` kč
i“1
SLYKxi
˘
is an open neighbourhood of L. Moreover one has V ˆ V Ă Ťki“1pKxi ˆ SLYKxi q,
so any pair pu, vq P V ˆ V can be separated in X by open sets.
6.5. The gluing lemma. In many interesting gauge theoretical problems one ob-
tains a moduli space which is a topological manifold, and contains a distinguished
open set naturally endowed with a holomorphic structure. A natural question asks
if this holomorphic structure extends to the whole moduli space. The following
result gives a useful tool for dealing with this question:
Lemma 6.16. Let X be a topological 2n-dimensional manifold, and Y Ă X be an
open subset endowed with a complex manifold structure. Let U be an n-dimensional
complex manifold, and let f : U Ñ X be a map with the properties:
1. f is continuous and injective,
2. X zY Ă impfq ,
3. The restriction f f´1pYq : f´1pYq Ñ Y is holomorphic.
Then
(1) impfq is an open neighbourhood of X zY in X , and f induces a homeomor-
phism U Ñ impfq.
(2) f induces a biholomorphism f´1pYq Ñ impfq X Y with respect to the holo-
morphic structures induced by the open embeddings f´1pYq Ă U , impfq X
Y Ă Y.
(3) There exists a unique complex manifold structure on X which extends the
fixed complex structure on Y, and such that f becomes biholomorphic on its
image.
Proof. (1) follows from the invariance of domain theorem. For (2) note that
f f´1pYq : f´1pYq Ñ Y is an injective holomorphic map between smooth complex
manifolds of the same dimension, hence it induces a biholomorphism
f´1pYq Ñ fpf´1pYqq .
But fpf´1pYqq “ impfq X Y. The existence statement in (3) is proved as follows.
Let A be a holomorphic atlas of Y and B a holomorphic atlas of U . Using (2) it is
easy to see that the union
A˜ :“ AY th ˝ f´1 : fpUhq Ñ Vh| h : Uh Ñ Vh P Bu
is a holomorphic atlas on X. The unicity in (3) follows noting that any chart χ P A˜
is holomorphic with a holomorphic structure on X satisfying the two conditions in
(3).
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